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ADDRE SS IN SURGERY

CA-NADIAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, VANCOUVER, AJGUST 24, 1904.

PANCREATIC INFLAMMATIONS IN THEIR RELATIONSHIP'
TO CHOLELITH1ASIS, AND THEIR TREATMENT.

A. W. .MAYo RoBSoN, F.R.C..S.,
Vice-Presî-dent and Hunterian Professor, Royal College of Surgeons, En-gland.

Mr. President and Gentlemen:

Your kind invitation to give the address in Surgery before the
Canadian Medical Association, accompanied as it was by other tempta-
tions, especially that of a visit to this delightful and important part of
Greater Britain, left me no choice but to accept the proposed honour.

My only difficulty lay in the selection of a subject, but as I have been
for some time working on the Pathology and Surgery of the Pancreas,
I ventured to think that pancreatic inflammations in their relationship
to cholelithiasis might prove of suflicient interest and importance to
engage your attention. If my surmise falls short of my wishes and of
your expectation, I must before-hand crave your forgiveness.

Among the many .complications of gall stones, pancreatitis in its
various forms is now. known to be one of the most important. though
the relationship has only co mparatively recently been recognized. The
bile ducts and the pancreas are so intimately related in their develop-
Ment and their anatomy that it can excite no surprise to find them
frequently associated in their diseases; and though we frequently find
cholelithiasis wthout pancreatic troubles, it is much less common to
have inflammation of the pancreas, whether acute, subacute or chronic,
without finding' common duct cholelithiasis. The reason for this
association is not far to seek; it is due to the junction of the common
bile duct and the duct of Wirsung at the ampulla of Vater and their
common opening into the duodenum, a channel · always · containing
organisms ready under certain circumstances to invade and become
virulent.

Pancreatitis is probably always a secondary disease and usually de-
4S
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pendent on infection spreading from the common' bile duct or
duodenum. It may be asked, if common duet 'cholelithiasis and pan-
creatitis are so often associated, why should some cases of comm'on duct
ebstruction go on for months or years without the pancreas participat-
ing ?

As I shall hope to show by lantern slides and by elinical evidence, the
explanation of the presence or absence of pancreatitis as a complication
of cholelithiasis is an anatomical one, though the degree of inflamma-
tion when infection does occur, is in a great measure a- vital process,
dr.pendent on the powers of resistance of the individual.

I must ask you to excuse me for taking you back to the dissecting
room for a few minutes, as though doubtless you are well acquainted
with the normal anatomy of the pancreas, there may be some who are
unacquainted with the great number of variations that may be encoun-
tered; which varieties may save a patient from or may commit him to
pancreatitis should he be unfortunate enough to suffer from common
duct cholelithiasis.

The common bile duct starting by the junction of the cystic and
hepatic duct courses along the free border of the lesser omentum
associated with the portal vein and hepatic artery, it then passes behind
the first portion of the duodenum and soon comes into relation with the
pancreas, which it either grooves deeply or passes through or behind,
before it pierces the wall of the second part of the duodenum, where
it empties into the diverticulum of Vater along with the duct of Wir-
sung. It may be divided into four portions-

(a) The supra-duodenal portion.
(b) The retro-duodenal portion.
(c) The pancreatic portion.
(d) The intra-parietal portion.

The latter two only are important for our present purpose.
If the choledochus passes behind and not through the head of the

pancreas the duet may escape pressure when the pancreas is congested
or otherwise swollen; whereas if it pass through the gland, any con-

gestion or swelling. of the pancreas will, by pressing on the common
bile duct, bring on jaundice with its various sequelae. Thus is ex-
plained to my mind many of the cases of so-called catarrhal jaundice,
which may come on as an extension from gastro-duodenal catarrh, or
in the course of a pneumonia, or during typhoid fever, influenza and
other ailments, and which I believe to be often dependent on catarrhal
itflammation of the pancreas leading to pressure on the bile ducts. In
seme cases I bave provea this hypothesis to be correct at operations
undertaken for chronic jaiindice.
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As the duet is completely embraced. by the pancreas in 62 per cent.
of all cases, we may conclude, that in nearly two-thirds a swelling of the
head of. the pancreas. will produce jaundice; and, curiously, this per-
centage 'coincides with Dr. Cummidge's and' my clinical observations
and pathological investigations on the urine of pancreatie cases.

Not only so, but when th'e head of, the pancreas embraces the common
bile duct, slhould a gall stone pass down, it will almost certainly exer-
cise pressure on the gland, and thus directly interfere with its function
and with the discharge of its secretion.

The fourth portion is where the duct enters the wall of the second
part of the duodenum and ends in the ampulla of Vater, into which
small cavity the duct of Wirsung also debouches. ' This part of the
common duet comprises all that portion of the -canal contained in the
thickness of the wall of the' duodenum. It passes obliquely through
the muscular coat of the intestine, and then dilates into a little reser-
voir underneath the mucous membrane; into which the main pancreatic
duct also opens. This is known as the ampulla of Vater. This
ampulla, a little oval cavity, may be well seen in a section of the wall
cf the duodenum in the axis of the common duct. The opening of
the common duct is above that of the pancreatie duet, and the two are
separated by a little transverse fold of mucous membrane. The
ampulla measures from six to seven millimetres in length, and from
four to five in breadth, and with the termination of the two ducts, is
surrounded by a thin layer of unstriped muscular tissue, forming a
sphincter (Oddi).

The ampulla opens into the duodenum by a little round or elliptical
orifice, which is the narrowest part of the bile channel. It is important
to note that the length of the diverticulim of Vater may vary from
zero to Il millimetres, the average being 3-9 millimetres, according to
Opie, wlio measured 100 specimens. Viewed from the interior of the
duodenum, the ampulla forms a rounded eminence of the mucous mem-
brane, known as the caruneula major of Santorini, the opening being
seen at the apex of the caruncle. It is distant 8 to 12 centimetres
from the pylorus. Above it .there is constantly found a small fold of
mucous membrane, which must be raised in order that the caruncle and
its orifice may be clearly seen. Running downwards from the carunele
is a smalL vertical fold of mucous membrane, known as the frenum
carunculae. Above tbe caruncula major is found a smaller eminence,
the caruncula minor, marking the termination of the accessory pan-
creatie duct, or duct of Santorini, which opens into the duodenum about
three-quarters of an inch above the biliary papilla.

The mode of formation of the ampulla of Vater and the termination
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of the -common and pancreatie ducts are liable to great variations.
Letulle and Nattan Lorrier distinguish f our types, to which may be
added a fifth, recently shown by a dissection now in the Hunterian
Museum.

The first type is the classical one, which is described above. In the
second type the pancreatic duct joins the common duct some little dis-
tance from the duodenum, the ampulla of Vater is absent and the duct
opens into the duodenum by a small flat, oval orifice. In the third
type the two ducts open into a small fossa in the wall of the duodenum,
while the caruncle and the ampulla of Vater are absent.

lu the fourth type the caruncle is well developed, but the ampulla
is absent, the two ducts opening side by side at the apex of the caruncle.

In the fifth type, 'the common bile duct opens along with the duct
of Santorini, and Wirsung's duct enters the duodenum separately.

It will be readily understood that, under ordinary circu-mstances,
when a gall stone passes along the common bile duct and reaches the
ampulla of Vater, it will not only occlude the bile passages, but also
the chief excretory duct'of the pancreas, the secretion of which will be
retained. Should infection occur, pancreatitis becomes inevitable, and
en the condition of the individual as well as on the nature of the in-
fection will depend what occurs, whether a mild catarrh of the pan-
creatie ducts, an interstitial pancreatitis, au extremely serious suppura-
tive catarrh or a parenchymatous inflammation in the shape of acute
pancreatitis.

Opie, finding in one case a very small gall stone and a large ampulla
of Vater, constructea a pretty theory, which is probably true in some
rare cases, as in the one reported from Dr. Halsted's clinie in the Johns
HIopkins Hospital, and in another case that occurred in Buffalo, which
was mentioned to me by my friend, Dr. Roswell Parke,', but which, I
believe, has not yet been reported. Opie says that' under these cir-
cumstances the bile and panereatic ducts are converted into one direct
tube, as shown in the diagram, and that the bile being forced into the
pancreatic duct sets up acute pancreatitis.

le appears to think that pure non-infected bile is capable of doing
this, and he has apparently demonstrated the possibility by experiments
on animals. For my own part I believe that infection is the important
factor, and that the bile is simply the conveyor of infection.

That this anatomical arrangement described by Opie is not necessary
in order that acute pancreatitis may develop is shown by cases reported
where no gall stones were present, and by an instructive case under
the care of Dr. Fison, of Salisbury, where at the autopsy of a fatal acute
pancreatitis a gall stone was completely filling the ampulla of Vater,
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and occluding.both the bile and pancreatie ducts. It will be seen that,
while the »normal termination and the second variety of termination of
the ducts will favour the onset of pancreatitis in case of common duct
cholelithiasis, the variations 3 and 1 in which the two duets are separate
will possibly save the patient from the serious secondary pancreatic
troubles, and in variation 5 a small portion of the gland only will
become infected.-

But the pancreatic; ducts themselves are also subject to great varia-
tions that may influence the course of events. The beautifully dis-
sected specimen from the Hunterian Museum, a photogiaph of which
I throw on the sereen, and the X ray photograph of Wirsung's duct in-
jected with mercury, also shoiwn, demonstrate the normal anatomy of
the pancreatie ducts, and show how -the lobules have each .a separate
duct that opens into the main channel' or duct of Wirsung, which itself
opens into the ampulla of Vater, or directly into the duodenum,. 'as
described; but it will also be noticed that a smaller channel, the duet
of Santorini, usually discharges some of the secretion of tke panoreas
directly into the duodenum, and that in a certain proportion of cases
the two ducts commumicate.

The diagrams I now point out will explain this. They show the
result of observations by Opie on 100 cadavers, in which the ducts were
injected and photographed, with the following results.

In 90 specimèns the two ducts are united; in 10 two wholly independ-
ent duets enter the intestine.

(1) Of ti ducts in anastoiosis.

1. Duct of Wirsung larger. in 84
(a) Duct of, Santorini patent in 63.
(b) Duct of Santorini not patent in 21

2. Duct of Santorini larger in 6.
(a) Duet of Wirsung patent in 6.
(b) Duct of Wirsung not patent, 0O

(2) Ducts not in anastomosis in 10.

(a) Duet of Wirsung larger in 5. -
(b) Duet of Santorini larger in 5.

In 89 per cent. the 'duct of Wirsung was larger than the duct of
Santorini. lu 21 per cent., the duet of Santorini was apparently
obliterated near its termination. In six cases the duct of Santorini
was larger than the duct of Wirsung. · In all cases where the duct of
Santorini is patent it diminishes in size towards the duodenum. Thus
the duct of Santorini cannot be relied on in many cases to supplement
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the duct of Wirsung, if it be obstructed; moreover, the dut of San-
torini, even if patent and communicating with the duodennum, may itself,
be conpressed by a moderate sized gall stone, passing down' the panA'
creatic portion of the common duct. Now,'it -miht be arg d that
î! the two ducts communicate, why should not the duct of :San-r i
a' t as a safety valve to the duct of Wirsung when it is compressed ad
thus free the pancreas from the retained secretion which is in dag er
of beccming septic.,

It will be seen that in only half or less than half of all, cases wiil the
duct of Sanfòrini act as a safety valve if the duct of Wirsung is
obstructed, for although in 63 per cent.. of cases the duct opens at the
saie time into the main channel and into the intestines, get in probably
k(ss than half of these is the anåstomosis efficient as a through channel.

The reasons why gall stones in the common bile duct do not always
produce pancreatic inflammation are-

(a) Some gall stones are so large that they never reach the pan-
creatie portion of the duct, but remàin in the supraduodenal
·portions of the .comnion duct, prodiciig jaundice but no pan-

creatitis.
The following is an example.:-ir. S.- aged 65, had for two yeais'

been subject to occasional attacks of epigastric pain. In January, 1903,
a severe attâck was followed by jaundice, w sihce hich tine he had
rapidly lost weight, and the jaundice had. never disappeared. Pain
after food had 'been a marked feature. Ho had neither vomited blood'
nor had malaena. There was no dilatation of the stomach aid no
evidence of tumour. The recti were rigid. He was see by a. wll-
known physician, vho diagnosed cancer of the pancreas. A eaina-
tion of' the' urine, however, showed. an entire a bsence of paincrètic
crystals; proving the absence of caneer and of inflammtion of -the pan-
ereas. An operation was performed' on November 24th, 1903,, when
a gall stone the size 'of a -filbert' was. discovered ,in the supiaduodenal
portion of the common- duct and removed through an incision, which
was afterwards sutured.- The pancreas appeared normal. The -gall
bladder was drained. ]Recovery was, uninterrupted, and the patient is
now well.

(b) In some ,cases the bile ducts and pancreatic ducts open by
separate orifices, as shown in the illustrations, and any gall
stone passing down the common duet will then not necessarily
compress or ocelude the pancreatie duct.

(c) In exceptional cases the duct of Santorini is the principal out-
let for the pancreatic fluid, it being of such a size as to afford
a safe outlet to the secretion even when the duct of Wirsung is
obstructed.
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In order to make the relationship between gal1. stones and inflammation
of the pancreas quite clear, I shall give' the classification of pancreatitis
that I recently proposed in the Hunterian leetures, which,. I believe.
includes all the 'varieties. Pancreatic inflammation may be catarrhal
in which the inflammation trouble. is in the ducts or parenchymaous,
in which the substance of the. pancreas is involved. The former. resemble
the different forms of cholangitis, with which, indeed, "they ar fre-

iquently associated; the latter bear. more resemiblànce' 'to 'inflamnatory
affections of the appendix, "suppurative and gangrenous apendicitis"
.The following shows the classification at a glance:

Catarrhal Inflammations:

(a) 'Simple catarrh, acute and chroni'
(b) Suppurative catarrh.
(c) Pancreo-lithic' catarrh.

Parenchymatous Inflammations -

Acute:

(a) Ifemorrhagic panercatitis.
1. 'Ultra-acute, in which the h'emorrhage precedes the

inflammation, the bleeding, being profuse and hot
within and outside the 'gland.

2 Acute, in which inflammation precedes the h nr
lhage, which is less profuse and' is 'distributdi
patches through the gland.

(b) Gangrenous pancreatitis.
(c) Sùppurative pancreatitis (difuse suppuration)

Suhacute

.Abseess of the pancreas (nót diffuse suppuration)
Chromzc '~""I'"

'(a) Interstitial pancrcatitis.

i Interlobular.
2.'Interacinar.

(b) Çirrhosis of the pancreas.

Although in my address to-day I Rn. only dealing with one cause of
pancreatic trouble, yet it is the chief one, and in a very large percentage
of cases' the 'only cause of pancreatitis in its various forms but in order
te make the position clear, 1 will relate the other etiological conditions.

The etiology of pancreatitis may be classified under predisposing and
exciting causes. Among the predisposing causes are:-
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(a) Obstruction in the duets, the resulit of gall stones, duoden al
catarrh, pancreatic calculi, cancer of the papilla 'or "of the hcad
of 'the' pancreas, ulcer of the duodemun, followed by cicatricial
stenosis of the papilla, ascarides and lumbrici.

(b) Injury either from a briise as 1b manipulation in operating,
or from a crush, as by a blow i 'the epigastriui, or f rom
woundig by a sharp instrument.

(c) Homorrhage into the gland.
(d) General ailments, such as typhoi'd fever, influenza and mumps.
(e) Certain anatomical peculiarities in the pancreas or its ducts.
(f) Atheroma or fatty degeneration of the blood vessels.
(g) New growth, e.g., cancer or sarcoma.

The chief exciting causes are:

1 Infection conveyed-

(a) From the blood as i n syphilis or pymia.
(b) From the diuodenumr as in all étone obstrue o tr

intestinal catarrh.
(c) By extension iwàrds froi adjoiining organs ai gatrc lce

or cancer eroding thé pancreas.
2. Irritation as in alcoholismu (doubtful).

So long as thé conei'e ions remain in the gali blader or cystie 'd.uct
it is unlikely that the pancreas will participate in the cholecystitis, un-
less the gland has been originally infected, from 'the duodenum, as
possibly occurring in the following case.:-ln this case, gall stones iii
the gall bladdér were associated with catarrh. of ..the -pancreas, which
must have eithèr been due to an extension .of. the catarrh of the gall
bladder and bile ducts -to the pancreas, or . have, resulted from 'the
passage of a gall stone frorm the comnmon duct on some further occasion,
which had led to infectioi .both of the bile and pancreatic ducts. A
lady, aged 50, had for several years suffered from attacks of distinct
biliary colic, which during the past two months had been followed by
jaundice, fever and collapse. There had recently been loss of flesh.
On examining the urine, fine pancreatie crystals were discovered, and
at the operation ·on. April 30th, 1903, fort3r gall stoncs were removed
from the gal 'bladder and 'cystic duct.'. None were found in the
common duct, thoug.he head of tthe pancreas ·was distinctly swollen
and harder 'than normal. The gall bladder was drained. The patient
made a good. recovery and.' is now well. Normal weight has been re-
gained, and there is 'no'longer'any evidence of disturbed metabolism.

Even if gall stones pass into the common duct and are not long



IV. Diagran to show the 2nd, 3rd and 4th varia-
tions in the termination of the bile and pancreatic
ducts and the duodennn.

I. Diagram to show the Coiimmon Bile
Duet passing throtngh the Head of the
Pancreas, a port.ion of which is rellect-
ed. (Viewed from behind.)

II. Photograph from specimien in St. Thomas'
31useuni to show gall-stone impacted in the
PancreItic port ion of the Common Duct and
exereising pressure on the Pancireas.

III. Ampulla of Vater.

V. Photograph of specinien in the
Inunterian Museuni, R.C.S., showinig

the Common Bile Duct joining the
Duct of Santorini.

VI. Diagrani to illustrate how a sinall gall-stone
may obstruct the papilla, and if the Amupulla of
Vater be very large, niay convert the comnion bile
duct and the duct of Wirsung into one canal, thus
predisposing to acute pancreatitis.



V11. Diagraun te show a mîetlxod of termnîation
of Utceclucts which ivol not~ predispose 10 panl-
cr-eltitis.

- m
IX. SkL-tcr.iii of Pauîcreas after inject-

inig the dueLs wvitl Merc'2ry.

VIII. J>iotograpli of
SpeýciÙxen] froiti the Ituti-
terian M.useurn. R.C.S.,
sllowviiig the separate
lobules of the, pancrea-,
with ejachl duct opcning
îîîtothieductof Wli1suiig.

X. Diagram to show the variations
in, the dlunLs of Wirm ung atnd Saxntoirini
(After Opie.>



XII. MesijiorrIiag-e iinto ptncr-eas
breaks g Éli g laiiod tinf,%itti an

fi'e the fermients.

MILI Specimen from the Leeds4
Museu shouring luimoryrhage i nthe
Paiicreas produîig theulntra acute
forsit of fiwxnorrhagic Paicreatitis.

XI. Plhotograpli of Speciîneî siottiliv
Lhe re.sult or llancreo-Iithiie eatari the.
luct of Wirsunig being converted iintoa

1igill claiannl, own vo the leposit of
Iiiiiesitits. TheorfcOf Wir-Siuîg's duct>

ix~ occluded by Élie saisie deposit, the dueb
fis dîllated aità the gland atrophied.

XIV. Acute I-Lemorrhagic Pancrea-
titis.



XV. Acide lIoe:orrha-ic Pancreatitis in %vliieli inflammnation precedes the
T [imorrhage.m

XVIII. Microscopic Section of
Nersed Pancreas.

XVI. AclteII'io:ii Lnr-

XIX. Absc±.si of the I>aicreas.

XVII. Slotiglh of Pancreas rernoved at
Operation. Recovery.

XX. Normal iuI acreas. <Shown
for pi)1p0ses of comparisoii.)



XXI. Catarrh of the Piancreatic
Dncts and Incipient Iinterst,itial Pan-
creatitis. A thrombosed vessel is
seen near the centre of the field.

XXIV. Cirrhosis of
Pancreas.

XXII. Interstitial Pancreatitis.

XXV. Fat Necrosis. "Transverse
colon raised to show region of Pan-
creas."

XXIII. Interacinar Pancreatitis
ending in Diabetes.
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detained in it, a catarrhal pancreatitis may supervene, as in the follow-
mg case:-

A patient, aged 38, after being subject to indigestion for ycars had
biliary colic in July, 1899, and passed gall stones, which were found in
the motions. Subscquently the attacks of pain were frequent and
severe, necessitating the use of morphia. They were usually accom-
panied by icterus, which, though slight, probably never quite dis-
appeared. When I saw him in November, 1903, he had lost flesh, and
was prevented from carrying on his professional duties. The metabolic
and digestive signs of pancreatie catarrh were well marked. At the
operation on November 23rd, 1903, no gall stones were found, though
the gall bladder was thickened and adherent to contiguous organs. The
pancreas was firmer than usual, though not very much swollen.
Cholecystotomy led to recovery, though the drainage of the bile ducts
had to be continued for threc months. The patient is now well.

In this case the pancreatic catarrh had cvidently been set up by the
passage of gall stones through the conmon duet. The pancreatitis
had, however, persisted, and was not only keeping up painful symptoms,
but leading to obstruction of the bile ducts and to interference with
nutrition. Now this case would formerly have been called catarrhal
jaundice, whereas it was really due to catarrhal pancreatitis, as proved
by the digestive and metabolie signs, and later by operation.

I could relate other instances, but this case will suffice to show that
pancreatic catarrh may be produced by a, passing gall stone, and persist,
after the cause has disappeared, and that drainage of the bile ducts is
followed by cure.

If, after some. time, the" stone passes, the pancreatic catarrh may
subside and leave no trace, or the swelling of the pancreas mnay pcrsist,
become true interstitial pancreatitis, and for a long time keep up pres-
sure on the common bile duct,.leading to a persistance of the jaundice,
though there is no doncretion left to cause obstruction nor any' evidence
of disease of the liver beyond the jaundice due to mechanical. obstruc-
tion. Thus may be explained some of the cases of very chronic jaundice
with so-called chronie biliary catarrh, a numbé of which cases I have
operated on.

While one would not say that there is no- such discase as chronic
catarrhal jaundice, I suspect that many cases so designated are really
instances of chronic interstitial pancreatitis, in which the common bile
duct is compressed by, thé swollen· pancreas. The following case is
a good example:

Mr. H.-, aged 26, had had jaundice since the age of seventeen, it
having supervened upon a severe attack of what appeared to be biliary
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colic, of which he had had several seizures since the; age of- fourteen.
For two or three years he had had severe ague-like attacks and during
that time he lost very seriously in weight and strength; but during the'>
past two years there had been no rigors, and he had also been free from
the severe:paroxysms of pain, though he had had slighter seizures, after'
all of which the jaundice became more intense. The patient was then
cnly weighing 9 stones, and all the bile was apparently passing into
the urine and none by the bowels. There was sone swelling in the
region of the pancreas, besides slight enlargement of the liver and a
very decided enlargement of the spleen. Fine pancreatic crystals were"
found in the urine.

Cholecystotomy was performed on January 31st, 1901, when the
gall bladder was found contracted and adherent, and the head of the
pancreas enlarged and very hard, but no gall stones were present. For
a few days the jaundice was deeper; it then became gradually less until
it almost disa.ppeared. In ten days the stools became bile-stained, and'
had since retained their colour. He returned home on April 16th
having gained nearly havlf a stone in weight. October, 1901.-After
the previous operation the patient was well for some nonths, except for
slight jaundice. ecently there had been a little discharge of bile
from the fistula, which lie wished to have cured on account of the in-
convenience. Cholecvstenterostomy was perforned on October 3rd,
1901; the sinus was dissected out and the fundus of the. gall bladder
connected to the transverse colon.

The patient made a good recovery from the operation, and left look-
ing much better. When heard of later he was following his occupation.

If the gall stone causing obstruction be removed by operation from
the common duct, and drainage of the infected bile ducts be effected
before the catarrhal bas passed into the interstitial form of pancreatitis,
a complete cure may be expected, as in the following cases:-

1. The patient, a lady, aged thirty-four, had had symptoms of 'gall'
stones for four years, and had been under treatment for ulcer of the
stomach, but there had been no haematemesis. Four months previously,
jaundice had come on after an attack of pain, since which time the
attacks had been frequent, and were always followed by an increase of
the jaundice and by rigors and fever. 'On one occasion the gall bladder
vas distended; when seen there was a slight tinge of jaundice. . She
had lost thrce stones in weight. There was an absence of enlargement
of the liver or gall bladder, but marked tenderness over the gall bladder
was eliciti;d... Pancreatie crystals were found in the urine, and digestive.
symptoms.were present.

At the operation on April 23rd, 1903, one large calculus was removed

750
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fiom the cystie duct and some smaller ones from the common duct by
choledochotomy through separate incisions in the two ducts. The
common duct was sutured and the cystic duct drained. The pancreas
was found to be enlarged and infiamed. The patient made a, good
recovery, and is now well.

Were it necessary, I could .give a good many examples, but another
will perhaps suifice.

2. The patient, a lady, aged 59, began to suffer from abdominal.
pain, followed by jaundice and vomiting, 26 years ago, and she had been
'subject to attacks at longer or shorter intervals ever since. Fifteen
years ago she was in bed for three months with constant pain, but never
had rigors. A fortnight ago she had a severe attack of pain, followed
by jaundice, which persisted. She had lost four stones in weight..
There was no enlargement of the liver or gall bladder, but some dilata-
tion of the stomach. Panereatic crystals were found in the urine. At
the operation on March 10th, 1903, a small gall bladder was found con-
taining two gall stones, which were renoved and the gall bladder
drained. The common and hepatic duets contained many stones, which'
were removed through an incision in the common duct. The pancreas
vas slightly swollen. The patient made a good recovery and remains

well.
The explanation of the pancreatitis in these two cases 'was manifestly

the obstruction of the pancreatic duct, with infection of the secretion,
but the complote recovery after operation showed that the inflammation
was probably only catarrhal and not advanced interstitial trouble.

If the gall stone obstructs the common duet for long, what was at
first a simple catarrhal pancreatitis may assume a truly interstitial
form, and unless drainage'of the bile ducts is continued for some time
or permanent drainage in the shape of cholecystenterostomy is estab-
lished, relapse will speedily occur. .

The following case is an example:-Mrs. W.-, aged 57, had had two
operations previously in Scotland. On the occasion ofi the. first opera-
tion, in September, 1902, a number of gall stones were renoved from
the gall bladder, which was drained for a few days, but after the wound
had healed the attacks had been repeated as before. A second operation
was undertaken by the same surgeon without finding anything definite
After the wound had healed and the temporary drainage had ceased,
the attacks again returned, and the subsequent history up to lie time
of my seeing her was that she had almost daily attacks of pain, followed
by slight jaundice, and on five or six occasions, usually at intervals of
a month, she had had violent seizures, necessitating the use of morphia.
About five weeks ago the pain was so violent as to cause lier to faint,
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and just before coming to London another violent seizure, acconpanied
by collapse, occurred.. A rigor, with higli temperature, 104°: or 105°,
had followed each attack, the temperature between the seizures rising
nightly to 1 01°F. or 102°F. She was rapidly losing llesh and strength.
An examination of the urine by Dr. Cainmidge showed no albumin or
sugar, but well-marked pancreatic crystals, which dissolved in f rom one
to one and a half minutes, rendering, along wi th - other signs, the
diagnosis of chronie pancreatitis certain. At the operation on Novem-
ber 20th, 1903, the adhesions were found to, be most extensive. There
was well-marked enlargement and hardness of the pan creas along its
whole length, but it was not nodular. The coinmon duct was carefully
exainined, but found to be free from concretions, and on opening the
gall bladder a probe was passed through it and the cystic and common
ducts into the duodenum. While the probe was in position, the pan-
creas was manipulated and found to compress the duct, thus accounting
for the obstruction. Cholecystenterostony was therefore performed,
the union' being effected to the colon by means of a decalcified bone
bobbin. At the time of operation the gall bladder was separated from
its fissure in the liver, in order to make it reach the bowel without ten-
sion. : For a few days after operation,. bile was discharged from the
torn liver surface in free quantities, but there was no leakage from the
newly' joined' viscera.. As 'the bile obftained a 'frec passage into the
bowel, it gradually ceased being discharged from the liver, and the tube
was- able to be -left' out at the end of ten days. The wound healed by
first intention, and' the patient was up at the end of three weeks. , She
was then -able to take 'and digest lier food,- and has since been quite
free from her old attacks. If the interstitial pancreatitis has persisted
for some length of time, it is possible that recovery roay be incomplete,
and although the jaundice may disappear and the digestive symptoms
may be alleviated, the metabolic signs found in the urine many months,
or even years, subsequently show that the recovery is only partial.

The following are examples:-Mr. D.-, aged 45, had had painful
epigastrie attacks for twelve months, with vomiting but no jaundice.
There had been deep jaundice since January 1st, with ague-like attacks,
and the patient had lost 21 stones in weight. Cholecystotomy was
performed on March 29th, 1898. Thickened duct felt, together with
swelling of the pancreas, thought' to be cancer of the head of the pan-
creas 'and common bile duct. Drainage of the gall bladder for ten
days.

The patient made a complete recovery, and in August was apparently
quite well, having gained a stone in weight. ·He was in good health in
1901. Though apparently well in January, 1904, an examination of
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the urine gave the pancrcatic reactión and showed that the original
damiage. to the pancreas had not been completely repaired.

Mrs. D.-, aged, 46, had -had: spasms for years. Acute, seizure iin
July and three times since.- Since July pain and sickness every two
weeks.. No tumour felt at any time; jaundiced occasionally after an
attack of pain; lost one stone in. weight. She had never vomited
blood. and never had melaena. There wvas tenderness over the gall
bladder, but no tumour. Slight enlargement of the head. of the pan-
creas. Cholecystotomy was performed on' December 11th, 1899.
Impyema of the gall bladder. Many stones 'removed from the gall
bladder and· cystie duct. 'Adhesions broken down. Nodular condi-
tion .of the head of the pancreas found. The patient made. a good
recovery, and was well in 1904, though an examination of the urine
showed the pancreatie reaction, and proved that the metabolie functions
of the pancreas were still not normal.

In some cases where operation has been delayed or drainage of the
bile ducts not performed or not long enough continued, the original in-
terstitial pancreatitis may pass on into the interacinar variety, in which
the Islands of Langerhans become involved and glycosuria ensues, as in'
the two following cases :--Mrs. .- , aged 51, who was suffering from
persistent jaundice, with periodical pains and ague-like seizures that
had extended over a long period, was operated on in July, 1895, when,
several gall stones were removed and others crushed in the conmôn duct,
A tumour of the pancreas was felt, which it was thought at the time
might be malignant. The gall bladder was therefore drained into the
duodenin by a cholecystenterostomy.I The 'patient completely recovered,
and. has remained well since the operation over nine years ago, but
examination of the urine recently by Dr. Cummidge showed there to
be an abundance.of dextresse, but- no acetone or di-acetic acid. Pan-
creatic: crystals wëre obtained by the " A" reaction, which dissolved in
three-quarters to one minute, but none could beisolated by the "B"
method. This showed that although the patient bas been relieved by
t'he oporation, and has apparently 'enjoyed good health, yet that- she is
living with a damaged pancreas and consequent glycosuria.

Mr. D.-, aged 42, had 'an attack of pain in the right hypochondrium

ten ,years ago, but n'o jaundice. He had been fre from attacks up to
'six weeks ago, when he had a severe attack of pain in the right hypoc-
hondrium radiating to the back and sboulders, accompanied by rigors
and vomiting and followed by jaundice. The jaundice had persisted

up to the present; no 'swelling to be felt. An exploratory operation
was performed on October 27th, 1898, when a mass, thought to. be

growth in the head of the pancreas, was discovered. The patient made
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a good recovery, with a great relief to the jaundice. I suspect the
enlargement of the head of the pancreas was chronic pancreatitis, as it
was too soft for scirrhus. I very freely manipulated it to feel if there
was a gall stone in the termination of the common bile duet, and this'
may have dislodged an obstruction, leading to the relief of the jaundice.

A specimen of his urine was obtained in 1904, and although he was
reported to be quite well, this was found to give crystals by the "A "
reaction, which dissolved in half a minute, and to contain sugari in f air
quantity.

This, along with other cases that I know of, leads me to think that
it is unwise not to thoroughly drain the bile ducts, 'and I consider that
drainage ought to be continued until the bile becomes free froi organ-
isms and its normal route .is free from obstruction.

'In certain cases, doubtless, recovery occurs without operation, and I
have notes of one case where a gentleman of advanced age had deep
jaundice associated with.glycosuria, and with.well-màrked pancreatic
reaction in the urine, pointing to ýthe 'case being .one of pancreatic.
diabetes. TTnder general treatment, combined 'with massage, he regained
his health, and is now said to be quite well. .In this case it is quite
possible that the massage, may have dislod'ced a' concretion which was
blocking the common bile duct and tlic:epancreatie duct, but as no
searcli was made in the faeces, this cannot be proved. As the patient.
lives abroad, we have not been able to test the urine, which, I suspect,
will still contain glucose.

This case raises the question whether operation ought to .be' dcdli nd',
because of ,ihe presence of a small amount of sugar in the urine. In
future, should the patient's condition be fair, I shall feel -inclined. to
recommend' operation in order to remove the obstruction, and by drain-
age to arrest the pathulogical process going on in the pan;rcas.

Suppurative Calarrh.

It is well known that in some cases of obstruction of the common bile
duct by gall stones, the infective cholangitis may pass'on into 'süppura-
tive cholangitis, an extrenely serious and frequently fatal disease; but'
until I reported my cases in the 1-lunterian lectures, I believe it had
never been suggcested that t1ie same condition may occur in the pan-,
creatic ducts. The termination probably depends both on the vital
condition of the individu'al and on the, form of lhe infection, for 'in one
of my' cases streptococci were found in 'the pus, whereas' usually the
organism is the Bacillus Coli.

The following cases exemplify three different types of suppurative
catarrh, which, it will be seen, is an extremely serious, though not
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necessarily a hopeless disease if treated early. If the suppurative
catarrh be diffuse and involve the ducts throughout the liver and pan-
creas, the associated septicaemia is very serious,' as the following case,
seen with Dr. 'Hector Mackenzie, proves:-

Mr. W.-, aged 65 years, seen on January 4th, 1904. He had had
attacks of gall stones seven years before and two seizures during tfie last
two years, both of which were followed by jaundice. 1-lis present ill-
ness started on November 23rd with severe pain, followed by jaundice.
On 'fecember 20th a very severe attack of colic was followed by more
interse jaundice and enlargement of the liver with irregular tempera-
ture. The patient had had albuminuria for seven or eiglit years.
When I swhim there was .tenderhess above and to the riglit of the
umbilicus, and lie had severe pain. A' specimen of the urine was
cxamined, and found to give a marked pancreatic reaction (pointing to
acute inflammation), and to. contain calcium oxalate crystals. On
opening :the abdomen on January 7th, firin adhosions were encountered,
and on: detaching the onentumu, phlegmonous cholecystitis was dis-
covered,, with gangrene of tlhe fundus of the gall bla.dder; pus 'escaped
freely, but ·the peritoneal cavity was saved from being soiled by means
of sponge packing. The comnimon duct was enornously dilated and
embraced- bf the swollen pancreas, but no gall stones could be felt. On'

openilg theèoimmon duct a large quantity of pus and bile escaped. By
mueans ,of the scoop passed into the common duct and the fingers passed
behind the pancreas a number of gall stones were extracted, but a liard-
ness 'ould be felt at the papilla which could not .be removed. On laying
this open after incising the duodenum, a gall stone was reioved froni
the ampulla of Vater, and pus was immediately seen to flow from the
duct of' Wirsung. The duodénum was then closed, the gangrenous
upper part of the gall bladder, was removed and the common duct and
gall bladder were drained.. .The -patient 'bore the operation well, and
from that time onward had no 'more fever, but for the fortnight dmirg
which he lived his temperature was persistently subnorinal. Ha had
no perifoneal symptoms,' and the bowels were' moved frély f roi the
second day-onward.-" Calcium chloride had been 'given before operation,
and at the operation he lost no blood. Nono was given subsequen tly
to. operation, as the rectum was intolerant of injections, and on the
eighth day there was rather frec oozing of blood from the drainage
freck, which had to be treated by gauze packing, afte.r whichi the ea.ei-iim
chloride was resunied, and no more bleeding occurred. On the eleventh
day the patient becane somnolent, an declincd to take food. From
tlis ;ime he got gradually weaker, and died coniatose on the fouenth
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day in a condition almost resembling that associated with acute atroph
of the liver.

If the suppurative catarrh takes on a very acute f orm, fle develop-
ment of abscesses in the liver and pancreas may occur, and the condi-
tion becomes one of pyaemia, when the chance of recovery will be very
remote, as in the following case:-

The patient, a lady, aged 65 years, seen with Sir William Broadbent
and Dr. Bousfield, was suifering from deep :jaundice, suppurative
cholangitis, pancreatitis and parotitis of pyaemic origin; rigors with a
temperature of 105° occurring daily or even twice a day,- the acute
symptoms having come on within a fortnight, though there had been a,
history of gall stones for years. The common and hepatie ducts vere
filled with gall stones, which were reioved through an incision in the
common duet, and a large quantity of extremely offensive pus and bile
were evacuated. At the sanie time the right parotid gland (the seat of
inflammation) was incised. The bile was examined bacteriologically,
and found to contain the bacillus coli in large numbers; next in num-
bers were streptococci and another rather fine bacillus, which appeared
to grow anaerobically only, and there was a fine spore-bearing organism,
probably the bacillus coli putrefacies. The urine gave a well-marked
pancreatie reaction. The patient, who had also heart disease and
albuminuria, appeared to be doing well for 2-1 hours, when she died
suddenly, apparently from cardiac thrombosis.

If the suppurative catarrh assumes a subacute form, it may end in a
simple pancreatic abscess, w-hidi can be successfully evacuated, as in the
following cases

Mrs. P.-, aged 61, gave the history of having been subject.to biliary.:
colie for three or four years, though there had been no jaundice till two
and a half years ago, since which time the attacks of pain had always
been accompanied by rigors and by ileepening of the jaundice. Within
a short time of my seeing lier, the symptoms had become aggravated,
and the loss of flesh had become extreme. The patient was so ill that
the question of cancer of the pancreas was raised, but the pancreatie
reaction in the urine definitely pointed to inflammation and not to
growth. At the operation I found the pancreatic portion of the com-
mon duct packed with large gall stones, and the head of the pancreas
was markedly swollen. On passing the scoop througi the opening in
the common duct from the pancreatic portion of the duct, a stone the
size of a cherry was extracted, if being covered w'ifh offensive pus. This
had 'apparently lodged in a cavity in the head of tlie pancreas. A
profuse discharge of bile and offensive pancreatie fluid with pus con-
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tinued to pass for a week, after which the disharge becaine gradually
]ess. She made a good recovery, and remains well a year later. In
general subaeute pancreatitis, starting as suppurative catarrh with the
formation of a localized abscess, the pancreas may be so damaged that
after the abscess lias been cured by drainage, the extensive interstitial
pancreatitis nay ultiniately lead to the dehth of the patient at a longer.
e1 shorter interval, as in the following cases:

Mr. H.-,. aged 40, had suffered from continuous fever, with exacer-'
bations associated with rigors, that recurred alost daily. He gave'
the history of failing health for nine months, and of having gall stone
attacks much longer, but the acute symptoms associated ,with jaundice
had'only been present for a fortniglit before I saw him. The pancreatie
reaction was found in the urine. At the operation on October 11th,
1900, he was far too ill to bear a prolonged searcli, and as the adhesions'
were very firm, I felt it desirabl' only: to drain the bile duets through
the' gall bladder, though a marked swelling of 'the panereas made, it
appear probable that an- abscess miglit be present. -A large quantity
of muco-pus drained from the gall bladdcer and a ntunber of gall stones
were reinéved. The abscess of the pancreas discharged through the
drainage tube, after which the pancreatic swelling subsided. The
patientinade a slow though steady rccovery, and returned home early
in 'December. Thoughli he was able to get out and to take food, 'he
neyer fully regained bis strengtli, and died in Februarv of the follow-
ing year.. At the necropsy the pancreas was found to be inuich enlarged
and to 'be the seat of interstitial pancreatiti The cavity where the
abscess had been was occúupied' by, a litte pulpy naterial. but ne further
collection of pus. was found,' nor were gall stones 'discovered- in 'the
bile ducts. A microscopic: examinat ion of the paniereas showed
advanced interstitial:pancreatitis."

C'irrhos8is or A troóph.;;of Pancreaîs.

If .the infective èatarrhal condition persists and does not assume the
mn.ore dangerous 'suppurative form, or even if simple obstruction of the
pancréatic duet 'persists from any cause with only mild infection, we
may have an dlmost analogous condition to the one occurring in cirr-
hosis of the liver, due to the developnent of fibrous tissue. This more
chronie forni of interstitial pancreatitis ends in cirrhosis or atrophy of
the pancreas, which 'is probably inevitably fatal from glycosuria. I
think it is possible that if it were discovered at an early stage, it might
be arrested by the removal of ihe cause, though, -wlien fully developed,
he condition is probably not ainenable Io any form of treatment.

49
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AcUte J'ancrcatihis.

If a small gali stone happens to descend into an unusually lage
diverticulum of Vater and to lodge there, it will make a ilrough ehannel
from the common bile duct into the pancreatic duct, and so setup
acute pancreatitis, the infected, bile being" forced direct into. the pan-
creatic duct, as in 'Dr. Halsted's case, reported· in Opies work on the
pancreas.

But the anatomical conditions just meitioned, though evidently
potent, are certainly not necessary for the production of acute 'pan-
creatitis. Any.gall stone or stones impacted in the pancreatic por-
tion of the duet,.or even filling the ampulla of Vater, May produce acute
pancreatitis as in a case under the care of Dr. Fison of Salisbury
(Lancet, 1904).

A man, aged 39, had a shai-p attaek of diarrhœa on March 27th, 1904,
having been previously, constipated. The next day, about 1- hours
after dinner, he was- seized with severe epigastric pain followed ;by
vomiting. At 5 p.m. he looked anxious and ill, and the al)domlen was
tense and tympanitic, but there was no jaundice. The vomiting per-
sisted. There was tenderness over the gall bladder and to 'a less degree
over the stomach, but no enlargement of the liver or any indication of
tumour. Tenperature, 98°; pulse, 110.

The next day the temperature was 97° and pulse 120, the vomiting
continuing; morphia was given. On the 30th the temperature was
96-8, the pulse 125, small, weak and thready, respiration 36. The
pain was easier. Urine scanty and dark. Operation on evening of
the 30th, 54 hours after first attack of pain. Very extensive fat
necrosis found in subcutaneous tissues and in omentum, niesentery, etc.
Large quantity of brown inoffensive fluid in peritoneui. Incision
made into tissues around pancreas through ineso-colon. Gall bladder
drained through another incision, many gall stones renoved.' Free
drainage of abdomen. After recovery from anaesthetic, the vomiting
persisted, and the pulse remained absent from the wrist up to death
some hours later. At post-mortem examination a pint of bloody fluid
in peritoneal cavity. Base of meso-colon filled with friable offensive
material, blackish brown in colour, and here and there streaked with
pus. Pancreas much swollen and weighed seventeen ounces.
loemorrhagic infiltration in centre of body and another in tail, con-
siste»ey very firm. with swelling of lobules. In the cystic duct were
lhree gall stones, in the common duct'four, and in the hepatie duct four.
One gall stone 1 inches in length completely filled the aipulla of Vater
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into' which the duct of Wirsunrg opened one-third of an inch fror the
papilla. The duct ofT Wirsung did ,not contain bile.

Urine sent for examination by Dr. Cammidge showed crystals soluble,
ir. 1 xiinute by the " A" reaction, and a few crystals by the 'B" re
action soluble in the same tine.

The following is Dr. R. Salusbury, Trevor's report of exaiination of
the pancreas

The gland is enlarged in all its diameters, the margins being rounded
off and producing as a consequence a sausage-shaped contour. In tae
head, the iniddle of the body, and the tail are chocolate-coloured areas,:
which are fairly sharply differentiated from the surrounding parenchyma
in which the normal lobulation is visible. The duet of Wirsung is not
bile-stained.; The portion of common bile duet attached to the head
of the gland appears to be somewhat dilated. Around the gland, as
well asin, it, are numerous typical foci. of fat necrosis.

Mîicrqscopical Examination.

Sections have been prepared from the' head, body and tail in niost n
stànces to include the chocolate coloured areas as well as apparently
normnal parenchyma.

Gei cral-Pcatures.

The dark coloured areas are due to necrosis of the parenchynia
associated with homorrhage,:and in the sections from the head and tail
are dcmarcated off from the neighbouring gland acini by well-marked
zones of inflammatory sniall-celled infiltration. In the tail section
inflammatory reaction is absent, the necrosed areas nerging gradually
with, the unaffected parenchyma. In the necrosed areas the gland paren-
chyma is only barely recognisable bv a faint'alveolar structure, all gland
c-leinents having -disappeared. Th 'whole of these areas stain badly.
In the necrotic portions the smialler blood vessels are filled with .more
or less hyaline thrombi. Around the necrotic areas in the head and
body is a deposit of old blood pigment, and the appearances rather sug-
gest that here the lesions are of older date than those in the tail. In-'
flammation is most marked in sections of the head. The remaining
gland parenchyma is badly preserved owing to auto-digestion, and tihe,
head appears to show a slight gracie of chronic interstitial panereatitis
of the interlobular type. Throughout the sections the Islands of
Langerhans are found with difficulty, and, from comparisons with othei
sections, their number in the tail sections at all events appears to be
diminished. Two of the Islands of Langerhans found in the tail
sections are very large in size. The cells, however, are rather broken
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up, and into one of them hannorrhage has occurred. Minute changes
are not recognizable .owing to bad preservation ,of the tissue. The
epithelium of Wirsung's cuct shows distinct signs of a catarrhaL change.

Sumnmary.

The condition is one of acute pancreatitis, wvith hoemorrhage and
necrosis (the acute form of hoemorrhagic pancreatitis in -Mayo Robson's
classification).

Owing to Dr. Fison's kindness, 1 am able to show photographs of
'he extensive fat necrosis and the microscopic appearance of the damaged
Funcreas..

The following Is a case of gangrenous panereatitis due to guill stone,
mbieh recovered after operation.

Mr. S.-, aged 58, had for six. years been subject to paroxysmal
attacks of acute pain, starting in the riglit hypdcbondrium and radiat-
ing over the abdomen and through to the.. right scapula, the attacks
being accompanied by voniiting and more or less collapse. On several
occasions he had passed snall gall-stones.

About ten weeks before I saw imu 'he was seized with an attack which
did not, as usual, yield, to inorphia. The liver became enlarged and
tender; there was a great amount of flatulence and acidity aid 'a feeling
of discomfort generally. After this seizure he had ague-like. attacks
and jaundice of varying intensity. and from that time a tuîmour 'steadily
developed in the epigastric and right hypochondriac regions. '·ie
rapidly lost flesh and strength, and wihen he vas taken into a surgical'
home for operation lie was so feeble and emaciated that it was question-
able whether he would be strong enough to bear it. Jaundice was wellý-,
marked, and the tumour in the upper abdomen, which was tense, tendcr
and fluctuating, w'as still enlarging. He had had diarrheea six 'times
a day for several days before adnission, and the motions were bulky
and pale and contained fat. The urinary pancreatic reaction was well-
narked. Just before operation he vomited clear fluid, not containing
bile. Operation was performed on April 5th, '1902, when a pancreatic
cyst was exposed between the stomach and colon, containing four pints
of straw-coloured fluid. Inside the cyst was found a mottled
black slougli with gray patches, 2Mi to 3 inches long by 1- inches broad,
and î inch thick, evidently pancreas. See plates xvii. and xviii. The
gall bladder and' ducts contained thirty stones, two the size of wýalnuts.
One of these was found at the junction of the cystic and common duct,
and1 pressing on the ltter. The cyst of the pancreas and the gall
bladder were drained by separate tubes with the stomacih, and the first
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part of thc duodenum leibween theni. On being put back to 'bed the
patient was quiet, but vomited frei4uently. He miide a 'steady recovery
without any untoward symptois, and left for home on.May 2nd, 1903.
On March 3rd, 1904, the patient was the picture of health, and had
gained 1 stones in eight Ie told me that the gall bladcldér opening
had closed in six weeks and the, pancreatie fistula in nine weeks.

Symptonatology.

It is quite unnecessar vfor mie to give the ordiiiary symptomatology
of cholehtliiais or .of paiicreatitis .in its various fonns, as I have done

tiatelsewhere, but :it nay reasonably be askecl,-How can it be told
when: catarrhal or rnterstiial inflammation of the pancreas has super-
vened on cholelithiasis? So long as the concretions romain in the gall
bladdcr. or cystic duct, it is extremely unlikely that the pancreas will

pai]i-cipate in ite cholecystitis, unless tlie pancreatie duct has become
fifected itýthe samne time' s the bile ducts.

As on as gall stones p5ass into the conmon duct, even if they arc
o long detained in it, a catarrhal or even a parenchymatous: pan-

creatitis may supervene, but if the gall stone remains in the pancreatie
o .inter-parietal portion of the common duct, setting up' infective
cholangitis, a pancreatitis is 'almost certain to occur.·

The symptoms of pancreatic catarri passing on to intérstitial pan-
creatitis vary according to the cause; for instance,- if it be due to' gall
stones, there ivill be a history of .painfuJ attacks in the right hypochon-
drium and epigastrium associated, with jaundice, and possibly accom-
panied by fever of an intermittent type often resembling -ague. Ten-
iderness at the epigastrium, with some fulness above the umbilicus, will
usually bc noticed. Loss of flesh soon beconies marked, and if flie pan-
creatic symptons predominate, thé pain will pass from the epigastrium
round the left side or even to the, renal and scapular regions. Fat and
muscle fibres may be noticed in flie motions as soon as the obstruction
to Wirsung's duct is complete, and the pancreatic reaction will be found
in the urine. If gall stones be not the cause, there nay be merely au
aching or painful.attacks not at all pronounced, or the symotonis mav
come .on palMulessly, associated with dyspepsia and with slight
jaundice sooh':bedoniing more niarked. lu such cases, if the swollen
pancreas tightly emhüîces the common bile duet, flic gall bladder mnay
dilate, and give rise to a suspicion of cancer of thpancreas, which the
rapid loss of flesh will tend to confirni. In the latter stages, pale or
white and bulky notions nay be passed, and a homorrhagic tendency
nay be noticed. Tie liver is usually enlarged wlien the common bile
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duct is tightly gripped, and in:several cases "1.have found cirriosis of
the liver, doubtless due to the long-coutinued stagnation olf septic bile
in the ducts. I have seen well-marlked enlargeiment of the spleen .on
four occasions. In one patient the fever and the enlaiged spleen gave
rise to a suspicion of ague, the organisms of which were said to have.
been found in the. blood, and on several occasions the repeated rigors
have led to the diagnosis of malarial fever.

In 60 per cent. bile was present in the urine. In 40 per cent. calcium
oxalate crystals were found. In 4 per cent. the oxalate crystals were
associated with bile. · In none of my cases was glycosuria found, though1
in two cases it developed several years later. Opie reports having
found glycosuria in one out of 22 cases. Glycosuria only occurs as a

very late symptom. Death may occur fron asthenia, due to long-con-
tinued jaundice, or from some intercurrent disease, predisposed to by
the loss of flesh and debility.

The symptoms of pancreatitis may be conveuiëntly classiflcd ue r

1 Digestive symptoms.
2. Physical signs.
3. iMetabolic symptoms.
4. Symptoms artificially produced.

Digestive symptoms.

a. Staetorrhoe or fatty stoo S.
b. Azotorrhoe or faul, digestion o bumnous foos
c. Sialorrhoca.
d. Diarrliea.

e. Dyspeptic disturbances
f. Emlaciation.
g. Nausea and vomiting'.'

Physical signs:

a. Presence of swelling or tumiour.

b. Fever.
c. Pain andtendcerness 'with muscular resistance
d. Pressure on adjacent organs.
C. Homorrhage.
f. Jaunclice.
g. Fat necrosis (evident only when the abdomen s opened)

Mfetabolic symp!oms:

a. Glycosuria.
b. Other urinary changes.
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Sec ynptoI o >taid b atificial mneas:

. Alimentary glycosuria
b. Sahli's symptom.

I an sorÏyiy that the time at my disposal will not allow me to dwell
cn: these symptoms individually,. but as I have recently donc so in my
Hunterian lectures, which can be seen in the Lancet for March 19th
and'26th, and-April 2nd, 1904, I need' only now refer to them collec-
tively.', I would at once say that 'no single symptom alone will justify
the diagnosis of pancreatic disease, but with such a number of. symptôms
and signs as those I have related, it is a niystery to me how the- idea
has gained so firm a hold that ponereatic diseases are, as a rule; un-
diagnosable.. For instance, Opie only last year wrote: "Disease of the
pancreas is rarely recognized during life," which is a reproach that I
hope will ii future have no justification. Although in any single case
we may not'have all the symptoms and sigus that I have mentioned, yet
il, no case ought we to fail to fnd digestive or nietabolic or physical
signs if. disease of the pancreas be present. Different discases of the
pancreas, itwill be seên, as one would expect, present very various group-
ing of simptOms, ·but in nearly every, if not in every, case since Dr.
:Cammidge and I have been working together at fhe subject we have

ound ost valuable help from the urinary pancreatic reaction. A]-
though .we must not yet say that this sign is absolutely pathognomonic,
yét t is safe to make this assertion, that if the test he skilfully carried
ut itaffofds most valuable, positive or negative evidence, when taken

¾vithother:symptoms, in not only establishing. the presence or absence
of some disease of the pancreas, but in assisting in the differentiation
of sinïple from nalignant disease, a .nost iiportant iatter when sur-
gical treatmnent is in question.

For the significance of the urinary test, and for the somewhat com*,
plicated and elaborate incthod of carrying it out full details will be
found in the Arris and Gale lecture published in tlic Lancet for. March
14th, 1904.

Treatmnt :

The treatment of catarrhal inflammation of the pancreas and of
chronic. interstitial pancreatitis will at flrst be by general and medical
means, aiming at the cause whether that be gall stones, pancreatic
caleuli, duodenal catarrh, gastric ulcer, alcoholisnm or syphilis; but if
after a fair trial of medical treatment, not too long continued, the
jaundice and loss of weiglt continue, and the signs of failure in pan-
creatie digestion and metabolism are manifesting themselves, the ques-
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tion of surgical ireatient should bc seriously considered, for the con-
dition is one that if not relieved early will certainly lead to serious. de-
generation of the gland, or hcoie dangerous to life in other ways.
When operation is undertaken before the process lias advancecl to well-
narked interstitial pancreatitis, my experience is that completc cure is
effected in a very great proportion of cases, but if. interstitial inilamma-
Lion bas becomne well niarked and lias advanced cither to the inter-
acinar form or to eirrhosis, an arrest of lie proc:ess is all that can be .
looked for. As proof of this statenient in some of my own cases,
apparently well several years after operatirn, a pancreatic reaction eau
yet be obtained in the urine, while in two eases glycosuria has developed,
thus slowinig that inflammalion of the pancrcas, if at all aclvaneed,
leaves abiding changes, and the sooner the morbid process is checked
the less likelihood there will be of a permanently deficient metabôlism.

Surgical treatment will vary according to the cause and the symptoms.
Where there is evidence of obstruction, whether in the pancreatie or.
common bile ducts, the cause in the greater number of cases, 27 as
compared with 24, -will prove to be concretions, which should, if pos-'.
sible, be renovec, and, as proved by niy experience in this class'of cases,
the hope of cure or of great relief is very promismg.

Not only is it desirable to remove the cause of obstruction, but at the
saie time the bile ducts should be drained eitier by nieans of cholcey-
stotomy or cholecystenterostomy. Where no obstruction in the shape
of gall stones or pancreatie calculi can be found, I would still advise
drainage of the bile ducts by one of these operations. It has been
argied that it is difficult to comprehend how drainage can do good in
these cases; for proof of its elTiciency, I would appeal to the list of
examples that I have given and to the after history of the cases which
I have operated upon. The drainage of the bile ducts acts, not only
by removing one source or irritation in the shape of infccted bile, bit
at the same time it relieves tension and allows the infected pancreatic
secretion to escape, besides also freeing the blool from a poison which
seriously damages it and the system at large. Besides tlie beneficial
effects of drainage, in many of the cases the cause of obstruction is also
removed. Whetlicr advanced chronic interstitial pancreatitis will be
completely cured by operation it is dirncult to say, for in sonie of the
severer cases a pancreatic reaction is found long after operation and
after all other synptorns have clearedi up, but. in several cases that have
heen tsted years after. operation, tlc pancreatie reaction has entirely
dlisappeared, thus apparently proving that the case is cured. Mtoreover,
I suspect tlat the operation arrests the process of disorganisation, even

764
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if it cannot idter the changes that have already occurred. Doubtless,
in some the disease was a catarrhal inflammation of the pancreas, which
was arrested either before interstitial -inflammation had actually de-
veloped or before it had advanced too far, and probably in none of the
cases had the interstitial change advanced so far as to become inter-
acinar, or to present the advanced stage of atrophy ,or cirrhosis, as in
mone of the cases was sugar present in the urine at the time of operation,
though the metabolic functions of the panîcreas were impaircd, as shown
by the presence of the pancreatic reaction, and the digestive functions
were affected as -shown by the condition of, the fSces. ,

Whenever the -pancreas is involved- either in catarrh or in chronie
inflammation, the surgeon nust be prepared, to do a thoroligh operation
for lexposureof the vhole length of the common duet as iell; as the
head ofhe pancreas. I trust that I shall be pardoned if give %in
detail the operation whièh I have been aceustomed to perforin, and,
-which I have found both cónvenient and efficient.

Detilsof peration:

I have been able to nmodify the operation for exploring the head of
* :the .pancreas and the conmmnô bile duct in such a way that what was

a rirl a most difficuit procedure,'i.nvolvúe prolonged inaniputation,
special appliances, and at least two assistants, is now- a.comparatively
sinple operation, in the great'er iumber of cases, only requiring the
lëlp of one assistantand not requiring the use of any special appaïatus.
By this method the .time involved in the operation is redciied consider
ably, and where adhesions. do not give :unusual trouble, it is easy to
-complete the work in fròm 30 to 40 ninntes, which not only means a
snaving of tiine and fatigue to the operator, but a considerable saving of
shock to the, ntient. I always.employ a firm sandbag under the back
opposite to the liver,jhich not onlyrpushes the spino, and with it the
pancreas and commorn, duct, forward, but ·acts like the Trendelenburg
position:in pelvic surgery by letting the viscera fall away from'lthe field
-of operation. I then make a vertical incision over the mnidlle of. the
right rectus, the -fibres of -which are separated by the finger, which I
flnd to belthe most expeditions and the most effective nethod of expos-
ing the gall bladder and bite duels, but when it' is necessary to open
,either the common duct or the deeper part of the cystie duct, instead
of prolonging the incision downwards,- as was formerly done, I now
earry it upwards in the interval hetween the ensiform cartilage and the
right costal margin as high as possible, tihus exposing the upper portion
.of the liver very freely. It will now be found that by lifting the lower
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border of the liver in bulk (if needful, first drawing:the organ down-
wards from under cover of the ribs) the whole of the gall bladder and
the cystic and common ducts are brouglit close to the surface, and as
the gall bla-dder is usually strong enough to bear traction, the assistant
ean take hold of it by fingers or forceps, -and by gentle traction can
keep the parts well exposed,'at the saine lime that, by means of bis left
hand with a flat sponge under it, he retraéts the left side of the wound
and the viscera, which would otherwise fall- over the common duct and
impede the view. It will niow be observed that, instead of the gall
bladder and cystic duct making a considerable angle with the comnion
duct an alnost sfraight paszage is found from the opening in the gall
bladder to the enltrance of the bile duct into the duodenum, and 'if
adhesions -have been thorough]ly separated, as they should always be,
the surgeon bas immcdiately' under bis eye the whole length of thé
ducts with the head of 'the, pancreas and the duodenum. So complete
i:; the exposure. that, if needful, the peritoneum can be incised, and the
common duct can be separated from the structures in the free border"
of the lesser omentum, but this is not necessary except where a growth
bas to be excised. The surgeon whose handst are both free can now
with bis left finger and thurnb so manipulate the conmon duct as to
render prominent any:concretions which can be eut down on directly,
the edges of the opening in the duct being caugh t by pressure forceps.
The assistant can now take hold of the forceps with his left hand, as
that instrument with the sponge will 'forni a sufficient retractor, since
the duct .is so near the surface. When the duct is incised there is
usually a' free flow of bile, which, it must be. remembered, is infective,
but a sponge :in the kidney pouch and the rapid mopping up of bile as
it flows, ·by means of sterilized ' gauze' pads, avoid any soiling of the
surrounding parts, and, if thought necessary, the bulk of the infected
bile can be drawn ofR by the aspirator either from thé gall bladder or
from the common duct above the obstruction before the incision into the-
duct is made. After -emoving all obvious concretions, the fingers are
passed behirid the duodenum and along the course of the hepatic ducts
to feel if other', gall stones are hidden there, and a gall stone scoop, the
cnly special instrument that I use, is passed up into the primary divi-
sion of the hepatic duct' in the' liver and' quite down to the duodenal
orifice of the common bile duet, and to ensure the opening into the
duodenum being patent a long probe is passed into the bowel. The
incision into the bile duct is now closed by an ordinary curved round
needle held in the fingers without any needle-holder, a continuous catgut
suture being used for the margins of the duct proper, and a continuous
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fine green catgut or spun celluloid thread being employed to close the
peritoneal edges of the gut. In such cases where the pancreas is in-
durated and swollen from chronic pancreatitis, and is likely to exert
pressure on the common duèt for a time, I insert a drainage .tube
directly into the duct and close the opening around it by a purse string
suture, the tbe being fixed into the opening by a catgut stitch, which
will hold for about a week, bût where this is not done I usuallylfix a,
drainage' tube into the fundus of the gali blader in the same way,.as
this drains away all infected bile and avoids pressure on, the newly
sutured opening in the duct.

So easy is it to remove impacted stones after this method of exposure
that I now never spend a long time in manipulating stones impacted
cither in the cystie or common duct, but at once incise the duct, remove
the concretions, and close the opening without damaging the duct by
prolonged manipulation. Although there is seldom any fear of leak-
age or of infection, yet, owing to the separation of extensive adhesions,
there is usually some tende;ncy to pouring out of fluid in the first 24
hours. I therefore generally insert a gauze drain through a split
drainage tube, bringing it out by the side of the gall bladder drain.
The wound is cJosed in the usual way by continuous catgut sutures,
first to the peritoneum and deep rectus sheeth, next to the anterior
rectus sheath, and lastly to the skin. Even in acute or subacute, as
well as in chronic pancreatitis, this nethod is advantageous, as at the
same time that the pancreas is exposed the bile ducts can be explored,
and if the cause be gall stones, they can be removed. Should it be
necessary to expose the under surface of the pancreas, an extension of
the incision downwards gives enough room to raise the transverse colon
and to get directly at the body of the pancreas through the transverse
meso-colon.

To those having 'little experience in this operation, the modifications
which. I have employed may seem trivial, but to those who have ex-

-,perienced the difficulties of the ordinary operation I fee sure that the
methol which I have described, which enables the' pancreas and the

whole of the bile passages to be dealt with close to the surface, will bc
suffciently appreciated., . But the teclnique of the operation is not the

only important part of the treatment of these serious cases, which

require thought' and care, not only before and at the time of, but sub-
sequently to operatioxn.

A careful study of the causes of mortality in perations on the com-
mon duct, associated with jaundice and pancreatitis, shows that

hSmorrhage, either imnediate, consecutive, or secondary cannot be
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ignored as a danger, and that shock, apart f rom hmorrhage, has next
to claim our attention. Sepsis is no longer the bugbear that it ,used
to be, thanks to a rigid all-round asepsis, the cmployment of gauze
drainage, and the careful avoidance of soiling the wound by infected
bile. Although there is a greater tendency to bleeding in chronice
jaundice from pancreatie disease than when ja-undice is due to"'gall
stone obstruction, I ihink there can be no doubt that in- all
cholaemic conditions the blood becomes so altered that the coagul-
ability becomes seriously diminished, and that these features demand
serious attention bef ore any operation is undertaken in cases of common
duct cholelithiasis.

I now always employ chloride of calcium in the case of jaundiced
patients, both before operation in 30' grin"' doses 'by the mouth, and
afterwards in 60 grain doses by the rectum twice or. thrice daily for
several days.

I ,think it is important to ligature all bleeding points and not to
trust simply to forcipressure,' and ~while in non-.jaundiced patients ad-
hesions may be simply séparated, in these cases I prefer to divide,
adhesions between ligatures w.lire practicable. ' Where there is per-
sistent oozing of blood f rom innumerable points, a tampon of sterilized.
gauze forms a useful means of haemostasis, -and this may be made more:
efflicient by employing fat the same tim~e a solution of suprarenal extract
to the bleeding surfaces.

The best treatment of shock is preventive, and to that 'nd it is
desirous to lose as little blood as possible, though I do not agree with
thos who assert that shock in operation is always dependent 'on loss of
blood.

The patient is enveloped in a roughly made suit of gamgee. tissue,
and where'he is very feeble, or the operation is likely to be prolonged,
it is performed on a heated table. A large. enema' f normal saline,
solution with or without stimulant, given f rom 15 to 20 minutes before,'
and the administration of from five to, ten minims of solution of
strychnia, subcutaneously just before commencing anosthesia are use-
ful. Expedition in operating is an important factor in lessening shock,
especially in abdominal surgery, for it stands to reason that prolonged
manipulation and exposure of the viscera in patients so ill as are those
composing the class of cases which we are now conisidering imist gener-
ally be, will be badly borne, for it is not only the work of the surgeon
but tie deep anesthesia that adds to the shock, since for the operation
te be well and expeditiously performed the muscles must be thoroughly
relaxed.
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After the operation, a pint of saline fluid, with one ounce of brandy,
is given by enema, and five minims of 'solution of strychnia are given
subeutaneously in two liours and repeated if desirable.

Subcutaneous injections of saline fluid- or intràvenous infusion are
only rarely required.

Statistics:

Iu order to ascertain the after results of the operations, letters were
recently addressed to the friends or medical attendants of a 1li
patients who had not been recently heard of. · In one case,. where the
cause was due to pancreatie calculi, these were removed both from Wir-
sung's and Santorini's ducts with complete recovery, and the patient is
now well.

In twenty-seven cases of catarrhal or interstitial pancreatitis, where
gall stones were found obstructing the pancreatic portion of the com-
mon duct, cheledochotomy in 19, cholecystotony in 5, and cholecy-
stenterostomy in 3 were followed not only by immediate recovery, but,
as ascertained by recent reports, the patients are now well, except one,
who has since died from acute bronchitis, one who twelve months later
died from cirrhosis of the liver, and one who eiglit and a ha]f years
subsequently to operation is apparently well, though sugar has recently
been found in the urine.· In twenty-four cases, where obstruction, to
the common bile duet was due to an inflammatory condition of the
pancreas compressing the bile duct, though probably in many of the
cases originally due to gall stones, yet where gall stones were not actu-
allypresent at the time of operation, the bile ducts, and thus indirectly
the 'pancreatie ducts, were drained, in 12 cases by sirple cholecystotomy,
and in 9 by cholescystenterostomy; in three cases adhesions were
separated, and no drainage of bile ducts vas performed. 0f these '24
cases 22 recovered.

Two out of 51 patients died as a direct result of the operation-one
a cholecystotomy undertaken in a patient. reduced to the last stage of
exhaustion before a surgical opinion was sought, and where at the nec-
ropsy a chirrhotic condition of the head of the pancreas was foundand
a. second, in which a cholecystenterostomy was undertaken in the pre-_
sence of 'adhesions that appeared too formidable to deal with consider-
ing the poor condition of the patient, who snccumbed a fcw hours later.
Iu thýis case necropsy revealed a stone in the pancreatic portion. of the
common duct. which would have been discovered had the patients con-
dition permitted a thorough exploration. Froin four, the letters were
returned as " Gone, no address." The renaining 16 coinpletely re-
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covered. Of three patients in wihom the pancreas was found enlarged
ai; operation, nothing beyond separation of adhesions and manipulation
being done, all recovered. In one of these cases glycosuria has super-
vened and is still present, though the patient seems to be well. The
after history of one cannot be traced. Of the third, word has been
received to say she is well fourteen years after operation.

Thus I have no hesitation in advocating operation in this class of
cases after general and medical mieans have had a fair but not too long
a trial, and the results I have given will, I think, justify my conclusions.
A search through the literature of the subject has revealed the facts
that (apart from my own cases, 51 in number, with two deaths, or a
mortality of 3-9 per cent.) there have been 62 operations for chronie
pancreatitis recorded, of which 8 died, yielding a rate of mortality of
12-9 per cent. These cases have all been verified for me independently.

The subacute form of pancreatitis is more amenable to treatment
than the acute, as the indications are so much more definite, and there
is more time for careful consideration. Though it lias usually only been
attacked when an abscess has formed and is manifestly making its way
tc, the surface, yet there is no reason why in some cases surgical treat-
ment should not be adopted at an carlier stage, as in the acute condition
morphine may be required to relieve the pain and lessen the collapse,
Distension, if present, demands attention, and may have to be relieved
by lavage of the stomach and turpentine enemata, or by the administra-
lion of calomel by the mouth. Calomel is also of benefit as an in-
testinal antiseptic, for which purpose it may be given in small repeated
doses, followed by a saline aperient.. As soon as the' constipation is
relieved, diarrhœa is apt to supervene, when salol and bismuth, with
small doses of opium, may be given. If surgical treatment is decided
en, an incision through the upper part of the right rectus will not only'
be useful for exploring the bile passages and removing any concretions,
but will enable the operaLor to palpate the pancreas and to locate any
incipient collection of pus, which, if practicable, shoid then .be
evacuated by a posterior incision in. the left or right costo-vertebral
angle. If the posterior incision be thought impracticable, the collec-
tion of pus inay be renoved by aspiration, and the cavity opened and
packed with gauze, which may bc .brought ,forwards through a large
rubber tube; which procedure will, in the course of from 24 to 48 hours,
establish a track isolated from the general peritoneai ,cavity. In abscess
of the pancreas, which usually assumes the form of sub-acute pan-
creatitis , and which we mnust distinguish from the acute suppurative
pancreatitis where the pus is diffused, tbrough the gland, or where the
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abscesses are small and. multiple, the suppurating process is limited 'by

a pouring out of lymph, so that should the patient survive the initial
more acute- stage and discovery of the pus-containing cavity be made, the
condition is.one decidedly anenable to treatment by drainage. The
anatomical relations will readily explain the course along wihich the

pus burrows should it burst through its lymph barriers-for instance,
ia one case I was able to evacuate an abscess fron the right loin in a

young man, aged 24 years, that had been mistaken for a perirenal
abscess, yet the kidney was quite healthy and the grumous pus had come
from the pancreas and had passed behind the periteneum, covering the
second part of the duodenum. The patient recovered completely. In
another case I opened the abscess in the left iliae region that had
apparently started from the body of · the pancreas, and which had
burrowed in the same way behind the peritoneun. The patient re-
covered from the operation, but developed trouble in the lef t, side of the
thorax, and died suddenly several weeks later. In one case of acute
suppurative pancreatitis the abscess was subphrenic, and wivs evacuated
by an epigastric incision to the left of the mid-line. Unfortunately
the patient was too il to bear a prolonged operation, otherwise I should
have drained from the left loin, which might possibly have saved the
patient. In another, where the synptois were rather acute and the
patient was extremely ill, I discovered pus betveen the liver and the
stomach, and although drainage was apparently complete, the patient
succumbed in a f ew days to exhaustion, due to the septic process that
had been initiated before the abscess was opened. In two other cases
fthe ýequence of suppurative catarrh, i successfully drained abscesses of
the pancreas through a. tube in the coinxon 'bile duct after removingc
the gall stones which had obstructed Wirsung's duct.

In one of these cases, the patient, a woman, aged 72 years, remains
quite well, and in the other, a man, aged 40 years, recovered from the

cperation, but threce nontls afterwards died froin exhaustion, and at
the necrepsy.the enply abscess cavity was discovered in the head of the
-pancreas, the rest of the gland being affeeted with chronic interstitial
inflammation. In one of my cases, in a man, aged 35 years, a pan-
creatie abscess burst into the stoiach, setting up acute gastritis, the
condition being proved by an exploratory operation. It was treated by
gastro-enterostomy to drain away the foul stomach contents. The
patient is now quite well four years later. In another case. a young
narried woman, aged 26 years, the abscess apparently burst into the
bowei, and althougx recovery was tardy, she ultimately got quite well
without operation. The diagnosi., was made fron the symptoms and
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by an examination of tlie swollen pancreas uncler an anasthetic and
subsequently by tlie presence of a pancrcatie reaction in lie urine. It
ic important in these cases to see that 'he cause is removed. if that bc
possible-for instance, gall stones or pancroatic calculi-so that if re-
covery occurs, there nay be nothing left to lead to a recurrence of the'
trouble.

It will thus be seen that I have had ciglit cases of abscess of the -pan-
creas under my care, one of which was complicated by acute hoemnorr-
hagic pancreatitis. Six wcre operated on, with recovery in five,
although in one of the cases the relief was only for a few weeks and
in another for a few months. In the eighth case, which was iiot
operated on, the abscess burst into the bowel and was discharged, the
diagnosis having been inade bv an examnination of the tunour under
an anoesthetic by the presence of digestive symptoms and by the dis-
covery of the pancreatic reaction. :When inflammation of the pan-
creas has ended in abscess, ehronic interstitial pancrentitis will also
probably be present, as Wvas shown at the necropsy of one of my cases
that died some months subsequently. . It is possible that in some cases
the interstitial change may be local. though lin others it may be general,
and nay then lead to atrophy of the gland and to glycosuria. .A searcl
through literature reveals a considerable number uf pyamie abscesses of
the pancreas, but those resulting from subacute panercatitis are not
common. Besides ny own seven operations for abscess of the pancreas.
with two deaths, there have been seven others recorded with three deaths.
Thus of 14 cases, 5 died, giving a mortality of 36-6 per cent.

Treatment of acute, pancreatitis:

The pain at the onset is so acute as to necessitate the administration
of m.orphine, and the collapse 'vill probably denand 'stimulents, which,
on account of the associated vomiting, may have to 'be given by enema..
In the earlv stages the sy pfoms miay lie so indefinite that the indien-
tions for surgical treatment are often not clear enougli to warrant
operation. But as soon as acute pancreatitis is proved, as it miay be by
the combination of symptoms, together withi.the urinary test, the sur-
geon mnust not wait until the collapse has passed off, as that may be
dependent on septic absorption, which can only be relieved by operation.
The simulation of intestinal obstruction will probably leaci to efforts to
secure an evacuation of the bowels and relief to the distension. Just
as in perforative or gangrenous appendicitis an 'early evacuation of the
sceptie niatter is necessary to recovery, so mn this equally lethal affection
an early exploration froni the front either tlrougl the riglit rectus, for
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reasons stated previously, or through the middle line above the umbilicus
or from behind through the left costo-vertebral angle is indicate.d, in
'order, if possible, to relieve tension, to evacuate septie material, to
secure free drainage and to arrest the hoemorrhage, which leads to dis-
integration and necrosis of the pancreas. The after treatment will be
chiely directed to combating shock and keeping up the strength until
the iateries morbi, both local and general, can be thrown off. Even
if no pus be found, no harm should accrue by such an· exploration,
which can be made in a few minutes through a very small incision in
the middle line above the umbilicus, if necessary, with the aid of cocaine.
Afte- establishing the diagnosis by the discovery of fat necrosis, a pos-
terior incision in the left costo-vertebral angle will not only enable the
diseased organ to be very freely exanined and. if necessary, drained for
the evacuation of pus and gangrenous niaterial, but will also secure
free drainage of the lesser peritoneal sac. If, however, the inflam-
natory collection or the tenseiy distended and inflamed gland be incised
from the front, as' is advisable in certain cases, gauze packing and gauze
drainage may usually be relied on to prevent general infection of the
peritoneum. If there are signs of obstricted common duct, the gall
bladder should also be drained, and if gall stones be discovered, they
should be removed, if this can be done without seriously adding to the
length of the operation or imperilling life by adding to the shock, other-
wise they may- be left and removed on a subsequent occasion if frec
drainage of the bile passages can be .secured. I have haid seven cases
of acute pancreatitis under my care, and have operated on five, three of
which recovered. Of the tvo cases where operation was not consented
to and where medical treatment alone was carried out, deatli occurred,
in the first case, on the third lay, and.in the second case after a weck's
illness, attended in both with great pain 'and incessant vomiting.

I have already described a case of gangrenous pancreatitis in a man,
aged 58 years, in which I was able to open a collection of fluid through

the great omentum above the hepatic flxure of the colon, and to extract
a slough of the pancreas, and at the sanie tînie to drain the gall bladder
and remove all gall stones, recovery bei ng ultimately comiplete.

In another case, in a middle-aged nian run down by over work, but
who was otherwise healthy, a sudden severe epigastrie pain was follow&l
by high fever,. rigors, epigastrie swelling. and obstruction of the com-

nion duet. Abdominal distension, chiefly of the upper part, ad 'an
ill-defined epigastric tumour pointed to the pancreas, and fat in the

motions with flic pancreatie reaction in the urine conilrmel flic ding-
nosis of pancreatitis.

7 77d3
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As there had been a previous history _of gaIl stones, the question of
common duct cholelithiasis was a cause that was thought probable.,
Exploration revealed a considerable tumefaction of the whole length of
the pancreas, but especially of the head of the gland. Omental and:
visceral adhesions, together with the extreme illness of the patienti,
rendered a careful examiniation impossible, and as the gall bladder wàs
acutely inflammed and distended, cholecystotomy was performed.'
Within the next 24 hours nearly two pints of muco-purulent material
tinged with bile escaped. No gall- stones were felt. The patient
recovered, -and is now well.

In another case of a young married woman 'suitering fromr 'acute
suppurative pancreatitis, the viscera were found hopelessly ýmatted tô-
gether. There was extensive fat necrosis all over the abdomen. I
evacuated a subphrenic absCess containing masses of ne;rosed fat and
dark slate-coloured pus. The patient was only temporarily reliëved,
and succumbed on the third day.

In this case I think I ought to have drained through the costo-spinal
angle on the left side as well as from the front, but the patient w'a'
so ill that I feared, to do more lest death should occur on the table.

In case of traumatie hSmorrhage panereatitis in a nian, aged 28 years,
cn whom I operated, drainage throu gh the loin as well as in front was
adopted, but did not save life, as at the time of operation peritonitis
was already advanced.

In aother case of a. middle-aged medical 'Man, the diffuse fat
necrosis and adhesions of the viscera 'and omentum into ' dense mass
presented a formidable 'obstacle to complëte exploration, but as no
evidence of any collection of fluid either in the pancreas or in the;1esser
peritoneal sac could be obtained, and as' no gall' stones could be 'felt
either in the gall bladder ·or bile ducts, I simply performed the peri-
toneal toilet and closed the 'abdomen, recovery following, andl ending
in complete restoration to health. It'is worfiy of note that in this case
the diagnosis was confirmed before operation by the urinary pancreatic
reaction.

A case was reported by Dr. Charles D. Muspratt 'of a woinan aged
40 years, who had been admitted. to the Royal Victoria Hospital, Boune-'
mouth, on December 3rd, 1903; in a state of collapse, and suffering
from severe 'abdominal pain' with -incessant ',omiting. ' The abdomen
was opened within twenty-fo'ur hours of the onset of acute symptoms,
and the omentum and intestines 'in flie neighbourhood of the pancreas
were found deeply blood-stained with numerous spots of fat necrosis.
The pancreas was almost purple and extremely tense. An incision
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,as . iaito the dark gland, and very free. bleeding followed, which
was arrested by ligature. Gauze drainage was employed and coniplete

recovery followed.: This is apparently the first case in which direct-

incision of'the pancreas has been adopted, and the operator is Lo be

congratulated not only on having fhe strength of his convictions in
treati ng acute homorrhagic pancreatitis on the lines of other pile.g-
monous inflammations, but on the success of such treatment.

In a case reported by Von Mikuliez in 1903, a patient under the care
of:'Dr.C. B. Porter, of Boston, was operated on by a deep incision into
the inflamcd gland, with an excellent result. This is apparently the

second case in which the pancreas was deliberately incised during acute

inflammation with a successf~ul result. Woolsey (Annals of Surgery,
November, .1903) gives a summary of three cases of this affection suc-

cessfully dealt with by laparotomy and drainage. The first two cases
were operated on in the early stage-the first on the third day and the

second twelve hours after the onset. The first case was a homorrhagic

one, and showed fat necrpsis; the second case showed no fat necrosis

nor bloody 'fluid, but the latter appeared on the renoval of the gauze.

drain two days aftér the operation. In the third case there was

warked but temporary glycosuria.

Dr. C. G. Kempe, of Salisbury, on December lth, 1902, excised a

portion of the head of the pancreas affected with acute homorrhagic

pancreatitis. It 'was done within two hours of the onset of homorrhage.

The patient, unfortunately, died fromidiarrhea fifteen days later.

The argument thatthe imortality will be less if the surgeon waits for

the 'formation of a local abscess is fallacious, as it.takes no consideration

of the' large percentage of those who die before such a favourable result

is presented, and, in the second place, many. patients nver develop a

local abscess, the process' being diffuse from the onset. The higlh
mortality of an early operation in. acute cases .is due. to, the fact that

in 'many of these fatal instances intestinal obstruction was suspected,

and the collapsed patients were subjçcted to a prolonged search for the

seat of the supposed lesion. Of 59- reported casés of opération. during

the acute stage, 23 recovered-these include my own cases and those

just referred to. Although this. is a. large mortality, it must be borne

in mind that the disease is a lethal one, and usually ends in death if'

not treated surgically.
The lessons which one may learn from recorded cases are not to

wait until the system is over-weighted -with absorbed poison before

operating and not to spend too long a time over the operation.

In conclusion, if we wére to base our opinions on the post-mortem
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records of the past, inflammatory affections of the pancreas would have
to be considered among the rarest ofe diseases, but recent.clinical obser-
vations and operative experience shows that such conclusions would
be far from accurate, and I think I have.been able to demonstrate, both
from my own and from the experience of others, that inflammatory
affections of the pancreas or its ducts are very much more còmmorn than
is generally supposed. Fortunately, in showing the frequency of pan-
ereatitis, and the very serious nature of the acute, subacute and chronic
varieties of the disease, I have been able to demonstrate that we can
do very much for these patients by timely surgical intervention. 'But
I want to convince my audience that if only we can have the assistance
and support of our medical colleagues, nearly all the cases forming the
subject of my address to-day (that is, pancreatitis due to gall stones)
may be prevented by timely interference, and that with barely 1 per cent.
of risk.

We know that gall stones may exist in the gall bladder without
causing any trouble' and without giving notice of their presence, but
as soon as they pass into the cystic duct, or as soon as they begin to
produce catarrh, they fortunately 'give ample 'evidence of their presence

Were the concretions removed in that stage, there should be no
mortality, and, as can be: proved. both by my -own persoïnal experienqe
in several hundreds of cases and by thel experience of -thei operators
of large experience in this line of work, the operative tre tmnt. of
cholelithiasis undertaken before the onset of, deep jaundice'and'inféction'
of the bile and pancreatie ducts is with due care and in skilful .ha ds
almost devoid of danger.

Hence, in advising surgical treatment of gall stones at a ' e .ly
period, I am advocating a truly beneficial procedure, which wuld re
vent the occurrence of nany of those serious cases of pancr atitis that
cause danger to life.

OUR SEVENTY-STXTHI ANNIVERSARY.

THE ANINUAL UNIVERSITY LECTURE FOR 1904.

W. PETERSON, Principal of McGill University.

Members of Convocation, Undergraduates, Ladies and Gentlemen:

The arrangement by which the Annual University Lecture is hence-
forth to be delivered on our Founder's Birthday marks a new departure
in the internal economy of the University; and it may be expédient, by
,way of introduction, to set forth in a few words the reasons for the
change. For several years past this lecture has been given at almost
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any time of the year that happened to be convenient io the lecturer.
He was usually one of the considerable number of new professors who
have recently enriched the teaching staff, and, though sometimes plead-
ing for a few months' grace, he was not at heart unwilling to avail him-
self of so conspicuous an opportunity of settingforth, before an audience
intended to represent the whole University, the special importance and
attractiveness of his particular subject. With the growing solidarity
of the Faculties, and, an increasing consciousness on the part of all of
sthat we belong to 'one common whole, the view has been expressed

and has found-very gratifying support, that the proper way for a great
University to.begin its annual operations is for all its mèmbers to mieet
tcgethèr with one accord iii one place, and to signify by such meeting
theii acceptance of the watchword "unity amid diversity." Every year
that adds itself to our history witnesses an ever growing complexity in
our academie machinery. But it is easier now, perhaps, than it. has
somèthnes been--even: -notwithstanding the 'fact that the Molson Hall
has become quite inadequate to our needs-to cherish the feeling that
weall are members one of another, and that nothing can happen in any
,ection of ,the University that is not of interest and' importance to the
whole.

This; beng o e ugstion was received from the" Academie Board
that our Founder's iliday which falls so fitly ahnost at the begin-
nin ko! the session, oldbe' the proper occasion for the holding of such
an annual celebration anes McGill was born on the 6th October,
1744. Itmay besaid that ho u"iilded niOre wisôly than he knew" when
ho nmade provision for the foundation of a college which--though it has
reached a development surpassing, in all likelihood, his fondest dreams
-is still content to bear lis name. In. reading recently Mr. Morley's
Life of Gladstone-a work 'whih, in view of the authors approaching
visit to MeGill, had for me a.double interest, and .which has just been
characterized by Dr. Goldwin Snith as the most notable event in the
publishing world since the 'issue of: the first volumes of Macaulay's
history-in reading Gladstone's life, I was much struck by the way
in which, under fortunate circumstances, individuals may link the cen-
turies together. Mr. Gladstone's father was bor 'in 1'764, ancd died in
1851. The great statesman himself lived to see his .8Sth birthday
before his death in 1898. James McGill.'was bora 20 years earlier
than Mr. Gladstone's father, and, dying in 1813, he might have lef t a
scn who could have been with us down to quite recènt memory.' What'

changes h'ive taken place within the span of two such life times! It

would have been altogether impossible for our founder, when in 1813

he laid down a life full of high purpose, publie spirit and honest in-
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dustry, to forecast the future which we are privileged. now to read like
an open book.' "Thé political destiny of bis adopted country, must often
have scemed to him full of dark and well-nigh:insoluble problems. The
war which raged round the proposal to found, by the .aid of Govern-
ment grants, a Provincial University,. of which McGill College should.
be a component part, was only an augury of the unfortunate dualism.
which has since prevailed in regard to educational interests in the
province of Quebec. At the time of James McGill's death, the popula-
tion of Montreal -was scaièely 15,000:. the extent of its foreign trade
niay be measured by the fact that nine ships, of an aggregate of 1,589
tons, are reported as having come "up from the sea in the year 1813.
Our founder's heart would brill with' patriotie exultation if he could
come back to earth and.witness the gigantic strides which Montreal
and Canada have madë in all that' pertains to material progress and
advancement; but may we' not well believe that. the moment of his
greatest rapture would com-e .when le turned to look on the noble pile
of buildings, reared, by the munificence of others of his own race and
speech, and' standing on what is, architecturally, one of the finest
University sites on the whole American continent. . Conspicuous in the
very centre of our commoni. collegiate life, is the spot where now his
honoured bones repose: placida compostus pace quioscit.. The steadfast
purpose which he had at heart has' been realized increasingly with 'the.
lFpse 'of years,.and his niemory awill ever be cherished by'a grateful and
oppreciative comnity. "

Recent research in the 'Matriculation iRegister of the TJniversity of
Glasgow has brought to 'light the fa.ct that ncarly a centu-ry and a half
ago James \IcGill, aloig with his brother, Andre" (with' w h
was afterwards in partiiership in Montreal) entered- as a student,
at that fanous seat of learning, as' you are students here to-day.*
It was the custom in those days to enter young, and James McGill
matriculated at an age (12) at .which we'should hardly'welcome acces-
sions to the college which now bears his name. But. the emergence
of the date, and of the fact of his connexion with Glasgow Univer-
sity, gives additional point to a passage in the Latin address 'which
was forwarded by Corporation to Glasgow for hie celebration of its
ninth jubilee, with the acknowledgment that, it was f rom Glasgow that
M ontreal had received, by the hand of James 'MNcGill, "that glowing

The entries in the Matricuietion Albun of Glasgow Unsversity are as
under:

1756 " Jacobus McGill filius naitu maxinus Jacobi mercatoris Glasguensis."

1765 " Andreas McGii- fil:ius natu qu i-tus Ja-oobi 'mercatoris Glasguensis."
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ïcrcîivwhici is never-to' rrow dim or to be extinguished in this land."**
This îturdy son of Glasgow knew ,what its 'school and college system
had donre for his ative land, and he was anxious to secure to all time
the same advanita es for the country of his adoption. It is not too
inich to say that the McGill bequest has 'proved the "real centre and
rallying point" of English education throughout our province.

An important stage in the history of the McGill foundation is marked
by the session on which ave have just entered. We can now look back
,or seventy-five years of teaching work. It was in 1829 that,
after some litigation on the subject of James McGill's will, the cere-
nony in connexion with the opening of the new college was held in

B3urnside 1ouse, the former residence of the founder. The institution
started -ith a, Faculty of 'Arts, consisting of the principal and two
professors; but on the. very day of the inaugural ceremony an important
accession was received in the sha e of a Faculty, of Medicine, composed
of the four professors who then forrmed the MIontreal Medical Institute.
It was ninly through this Medical Faculty, and owing to the reputa-
tion its professors had already achieved, that McGill College was able
to make any progress at all during the next twenty years. What itÈ'
later historyý n's after the new charter was received in 1852, and under
the long priièipalship of the late Sir William Dawson, it is needless
hore to.recall. 'And now -a new quarter-century is opening fo our view.
Jnmany' centres this would have been niade the occasion· of a great
celebration, attended by distinguished representatives from other seats
of learning, and by graduates from every part of the country. Thank-
offerings in the shape of large additional endowments swould have
poured in from appreciative supporters, and some return -in the shape
of honorary degrees imight have been made to visitors:from sister univer-
sities. But though a repetition of the university .dinner, last' cele-
brated in"1896, is still within the range-of possibility, thegeneral feeling
scems to be that McGill lias not accomplished all she would like'to do
before inviting the learned world to join her in holding hijh festival.
Those of you who may find it convenient to attend in the year 1929 will
.probably enjoy an opportunity of 'witnessing' something on a scale,
adequate to the occasion of what will then 'be a centennial celebration !

* Ut enim cun Scoticis Universitatibus summa nobis fuit. semper neces-
situdo tac familiaritas, qui-pp2 qui gene.re. institutis, studils quoque academicis-
haud multum simus dissimiles, ita artiore quodam coguationis vinculo vobis-
cum consociati sunus, quod Glassuae natus est. abhinc annos amplius centum
et quinquaglinta, noster ille conditor Jacobus McGill, culus memoriam grato
adhuc animo et summa pietaite prosequimur: qui, quainquain iniquo aequoris'
Atlantici spatio divsus, moribundus quoque dulces reminiscebatur Argos. et
voluit in novo domicilo existere Academiam quae vestrae potissimun Univer-
sitatis referret speciem. Tuvat igitur praedicare a vobis nos per illum taedam
illam lucentem accepisse, quae utinani In his terris numquam obscuretur aut
evanescat.
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On the fly leaf of an old book I find the following. Greek e

epya v'oEy ßovk ôdal o- eJXa E 6è repovræ.

Below it the scribe has obligingly f urnished a Latin translation:-
Consule vir-, fac vota senex, invenisque labora: The meaning . is
that youth is the time for work, manhood for counsel, and old
age for dreaming and praying. Personally, I have not yet begun to
dreamn, or to limit myself to prayers. But as this session marks the
tenth year of my residence in Montreal. it has occurred to me tliat it
night not be considcered presumptuous if I were to venture to take a
f orward view. and to forecast the course of the next twenty-five years
it, the light of the past decade. It is here that wise counsel will be
needed, and prayers as well. i might have chosen as the subject of
this address some topic reimote from current acadcmic q'uestions. Tike
other university lecturers, I have mny favourite studies, the fruits of
which, so far as they can be niade of gcneral interest, might not unfitly
he served up to an audience on an occasion such as this. But the
principal of a modern and progressive university has to live very much
in the concrete. Wherever he may go lie takes his charge in thought
along with him. And when he has the opportunity of addressing such
an audience, and through it a wider public, he may a-s well try to turn
it to good account, for the advancenient of the comnon cause.

Nearly nine years ago, after but a few months' experience of condi-
tions at McGill, I ventured to embody in a similar lecture, delivered
before the University, my ideas of what we should mainly aim at in
what was then tie immediate future. Will you allow me first to take
a backward glance, and by a kind of academic stock-taking endeavour
to ascertain how far the aspirations then set forth have been realized in
fact? They will probably be the best possible introduction to any-
thing I may feel impelled to say of what is still before us as a Univer-
sity.

The subject of ny paper was the "Unity of Learning." Even its
title may recall sone of the associations of former clays, and lead to
some congratulations amuong the friends of the University on the fact
that things are not now as they mnay once have been. McGill is "more
together " to-day than it used to bc. If I have been able to contribute
in any way to this desirable end, it has not been only because my instincts
pointed in that direction, but because I did not fail:to take to heart the
wise words of rny venerable predecessor in office, when, in his " Thirty-
Eiglit Y.cars of McGill "-the University lecture delivered by ,Sir
Williani Dawson in 1893--he spoke as follows:-" The operatious of
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McGill are now so extensive and coiiplicated that the dangers of disin-
tegration and isolation have beconie rcater than any others, and the
Principal must always be the central'.. bond of union of the University,
because hc alone can know :it .in all' its parts aiid weigh the claims,
needs, dangers, difficulties and oppogitunities of each of: its .constituent
faculties and departments." . Perhaps. .'it was niainlv with this
thought in mind that I 'madé the main .burden of my own
inaugural address, in 1896, an appeal for a greater degree
of that recognition of the vital interdependnce among al
.studies on which the feeling of a truc University brotherliood must ever
rest. Only in proportion -as we sympathize with our fellow-seekers
after kiiowledge and -truth, even While cultivating for ourselves each his
little corner of the fruitful fieidà do we realize the attitude of mind
that ought to be the distinguishing mark of an academie community.
There is a certain unity of purpose running through our diverse opera-
tions that ought to inspire in all of us a consciousness of common sym-
pathies. If, on the other hand, we lose ourselves in our special pre-
occupations, holding as of little account all other studies and pursuits,
we shall pay the penalty in a limitation of mental view that will debar
.i.s from enjoying the truc communion of spirits. Some degree of
-specialization is of course a necessity of existence in days when it is no

o longer possible for a single mind to "take all knowledge for its
-province." To a large extent we must endure to be practically ignor-,
ant of inuch that lies outside the range of our own iinnediate studies;

*ýbut we need not be indifferent to it. A sympathetic appreciation of the
spirit aiàd ains of workers in other fields than our own is quite within
the range of evry âne of us---even the youngest! And it is only by

'-ultivating this frame of mind that the individual student can make
bis own special pursuit a humane study, a collaboration towards univer-
sal ends, inspired with the feeling of ideality, as wel. as with, the
needed sense of the proportion of the parts to full amplitude of know-
ledge.

Such an attitude on the part of individuals is the best possible
-often on the -lips of . all of us--the university spirit. May
I refer to two. concrete manifestations of that spirit which' are
among the-, novelties of our recent history, and which have not yet
a~ttained, perhaps, their full effect and potency? • Though blessed other-
-wise with an excellent constitution, McGill did not possess, -until recent
years, any organization through the medium of which the collective
wisdom 'of its professorial staff could be brought to bear on current
:problems. The individual professor could inake his voice heard only
in his own separate Faculty or through the mouth of the delegate of
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that IFaculty to Corporation. And so it was open to him to take just
as much interest, and no more, in questions of administration as his
ccmparatively limited opportunities allowed of, and at the sane time
conveniently to disown all responsibility for any mistakes which, in his
judgment, night be committed by the University acting in its corpora-
tive capacity. All this bas been changed hy the institution in 1898 of the
Academie board, charged with the duty or "considering of such niatters as
pertain to tlie interests of the University, as a whole. and inaking recoin-
mendations concerning the saie." .1 do not know of any more imporiant
step in the direction of solidariiv than this. And we have not far to go in
the direction of solidarity than this. And -we have not f ar to go in
seeking for 'an illustration of the opportunities thus afforded. Un-
doubtedly the greatest boon that bas come during recent years to the
University, as a whole, is Sir William Macdonalds gift of the MeGill
Union. There is not a member of the permanent staff who ought not
to be interested in the affairs of this institution-whether they concern
its constitution. its internal arrangements, or the regulation for its
maintenance and administration. The Union is bound to play a most
important part in -the future in the development of studcnt life at
Mecill. Well, the Academic Board provides a free outlet for ihe frank
expression of any views or criticisms which may be entertained by any
meniber of the teaching body on this or any other topie.*

Account las also to be taken of the collective wisdom of the under-
graduates themselves. They are, of course, not so permanent an ele-
ment in the constitution as their teachers: nothing but failure to pass

*GOnpare the following fron the Report of the President of Yale Univers-
ity, 1903-4:-

" The growth of the spirit of co-operation between the several departments
has been reflected ir the increased initerest and importance of the meetings
of the University Council. The history of that body has been a little ddifferent
frorn what was expected at the time of Its foundation. It has less Importance,
as a place for legisiative action: it has more importance as a pla.e for the
interchange of Ideas and the formation of public opinion. As far as the
actual work of -the government of the University is concerned. the different
faculties can meet most of the problems as they- arise: and whenever n.ny-
thing cornes up where serious conflicts of interest between different faculties
are involved. it usually has to go to the Corporation or to one of its leom-
mittees for settlement, rather than to n body like the University Council.'
But this very absence of legislative power has increased -the Council's useful-
ness as a field for the interchange of ideas. Nunbering as ut does 'on Its roll
some of the most influential menibers of the different departments, ii gives
to each of them the means of seeing matters of University finance or of inter-,
departmental co-operation approniched from more sides and looked at from
more standpoints than would be possible wvithin the limits of a single' faculty.
The Council bas a function analogous to that exercised by the English Parlia-
ment in the early days of its history-where the delegates from each part of
England presented their views to men from the other parts, and -were able'
to report back to their own constituents the judgments which they had thus
been able to forni concerning the nterests of the commonwealth as a whole."
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the statutory exanimiations could retain many .of their number i the
scrvice of the University beyond the usual four.'ear limit. But their
views and "opinion on matters. of current- interest. are always entitled
tc a syimpathetic and respectful hearing. The difficulty .as to the
expression of these -vies-for "mass meetings" of so -large a body arc
iôt ai ways an easy or effective or convenient, method of giving utter-
ance to permanent pol icy-has been eliminated by ·the institution of
the. Alma Mater Societv, corresponding to the Students' Representative
Couneils of the Scottish, Un iversities. This hody, on which personally
1 rely 'very greatly for the "possibility of keeping' iii touch with student
feeling, is invested with just as much authority as the general imass of
the -undergraduates may. care to give it. Vhether that be large or
small, tiiere is surely a. great advantage in having an accredited medium,'
within the limits of the constitution, through whiclh may be expressed
any well-considered opinions that may be held by our undergraduates
on any topie of current interest.

There remain only the graduates. McGil is rich in the affectionate
loyalty of lier sons, organized as' they arc in the various graduate
societies which flourish -in all the large centres of the Dominion, and
aiso in the United States. We see too little of thein here in Montreal.
Perhaps, if in connexion with our annual convocation at the close of
each session, a: Graduates' Day could be organized, they would have
'better opportunities of maintaining their local connexion, and also of
offerig suggestions for the advancement of McGill interests in the
various districts 'they represent.

it is not without nuch gratification that I find, on referring to the
inaugural Address of nine short years ago, how much of the progress
then 'foreshadowed lias been already realized. Perhaps no more impor-
tant issue was raised in that Address than the necessity for the extension
and re-organization of tlie Faculty, of Arts. If this Faculty receives the
foremost place in what -must be a' very rapid review of our recent
history, I arn sure I shall have the approval of all who recognize the
importance of the Arts curriculum as' the essential basis of the 'whole
University fabrie. Not only' have we received fromn three different.
scurces the threc endowed professorships to the need for which I called
attention in 1896-Economies, Philosophy, Zoology-but our generous
supporter, Sir William Macdonald, has greatly relieved the finances
of the faculty by providing endowments also for the already existing
Chairs of Botany and H-listory. 'Moreover, Arts share with the sister
faculty of Applied Science the 'gratification that another aspiraiion
uttered nine vears ago has been fulhilled in the most iagnificent wav
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possible, viz.: that the Departnent 'of Chemistry should be provided
with new laboratories of the approved modern style, and a sufflicient
staff to run them. Concurrently with this strengthening of its staff
and equipment, the Faculty took in hand the reorganization of the
ac'ademic curriculum; with the result that we may confidently assert
that there is nowhere in Canada a stronger body of teachers in this
department, or a more satisfactory and "'up-to-date " course of study.
Tn this reference I must not forget the organization of the Royal
Victoria College, which engrossed in the carlier years much of my time
and attention. That it is an important factor in the prosperity of the
Faculty of Arts, which it has greatly strengthened, goes without say-
ing. I may be allowed to recalil in particular the fact that it was in the
Royal Victoria College that a new branch of study, prophesied in my'
inaugural address, had its birth-a department dcstined to grow to
great proportions in our future work-the Department of Music, repre--
sented now by the new Conservatorium on Sherbrooke Street.' - Of the
significance of this new part of our educational programme there is
nuch that I should like to say, but it may be well to reserve furtlher

comment for the opening ceremony to be held on the 14th of this month,
undier the illustrious auspices of His Excelleny the Governor-General
and the Premier of the Dominion.

The phenomenal success of the Faculty of Applied Science, which,
itine years ago was still a comparatively new foundation, is one of the
brightest pages in our recent history. In a department which owes
almost evervthing to a single giver, as regards both equipment and
endowinent, it is superfluous to enter into any detail; it should be
stated, however, that the complete establishment of the Departrments
of Mining and Metallurgy, as well as that of Architecture, falls within
the period now under review. Sir William Macdonald lias his reward
-if indeed lie looks' for any reward-in the unstinted praise which is
everywhere accorded to the work of this Faculty, and most recently in
the reports of the Mfosely Commission. For a time it seemed as if
Canada were in danger of being altogether overlooked by Mr. Mosely's
Commissioners, and it is a personal satisfaction to me to recall the
part I took in bringing about a visit which resulted in the admission
that McGill "possesses material appliances for ·the development of
scientific knowledge at least not inferior to any that cau be found in
the United States." (Report, page 164). _ And again:, «While
thoroughly equipped and doing excellent work on the literary side,
McGill* is particularly rich in science and applied science, and possesses
in physics, chemistry, engineering and rnining a staff and laboratories
which are unsurpassed by those of any American university" (page
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303)." The commissioner who was specially charged with the. duty
of reporting on' Canadian institutions, was particularly impressed by
the proposal to open a'Department of Railroad Engineering, whieb, le
'characterizes' as the most reniarkable instance that came under his
notice, in the course of his whole American tour, of the 'grow-ing belief
in the value of a college training. " it is significant," says Dr. Reichel,
"that the most remarkable token of confidence in the value of academie
work to industrial development bas been furnished in connexion with
McGill University. The decision of two great railway companies
to establish and equip a department of railway engineering at McGill
is one of immense importance to Canada. Not only will the new
school enable these companies to push on their work in the North-west
provinces, but it will also furnish, in the staff of officials of real scientific
attainments whom it awill train, a body of men who will serve as centres
of industrial development of all kinds in the new districts " (page 304).

When I came to, McGill the Faculty of Law had only quite recently
abandoned its former status as a proprietary professional school, and
taken rank as an integral part of the University. For this welcome'
transformation we know what we owe to our never-failing friend and
supporter, Sir William Macdonald. It may be of interest to state that
at Yale University a similar improvement was effected only last year.
So in this respect we can say we are more than a decade ahead .of Yale.
The control of the University over the affairs of the Department of Law
is now as complete as in the case of the otEer Faculties, and the change
has been accomplished with the happiest results in the way of the con-
volidation of mutual interests. Moreover, the successful organization
of the Faculty, under a new Dean, bas widened the outlook of its mem-
bers and friends, and should result ere long in securing some enlarge-'
ment of the sphere of its operations. Till quite recently we have all
felt compelled to acquiesce in the viéw 'that local conditions naturally
.and necessarily restrict our Law Faculty to the task of training lawyers
'for the Province of Quebc. The appointment of one, of 'its best
,knowrt graduates to a Professorship at Cairo was regarded at the time
as a quite exceptional occurrence. In this respect the Faculty of Law,
bas certainly stood in a somewhat different position fron the' other
;faculties-say, of Applied Science or Medicine. -The young engineer'
or doctor who finds no room at home can always try his fortune abroad,
'yhereas the young lawyer who has learnt the 'law- of Quebec only can-
not expect to have more than one market for his wares. ' That market
is, of course, the Province of Quebec itself. And when we consider
how large 'a portion of the Quebec Bar is French-Canadian, and how'
natural it is that all but a handful of them should get their law at
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Laval, we shall not be surprised that-under existing conditions--the
number of students in our Facuity of Law is not likely to receive any
very large increase. It is truc that a few find their way to us from
British Columbia, Manitoba and the North-west Tierrituries, where
there are in the meantine no organized law sehools. But on its pre-
sent footing the Faculty of Law may be said, speàking broadly, to be-a
school of law for the la.wyers and notaries of the Province of Quebec.
This, of course, need not be understood as conveying the slightest dis-
paragement or depreciation. If we confine ourselves in this depart-
ment to merely provincial aims, so do three-fourths of the law. schools
on the American continent. We know how thoroughly our Law
Faculty enjoys and deserves the confidence of ftle profession, which
regards it as an efficient and well organized school, conferring a degree
that ranks second to none. But may we not hope in any way to extend
cur present boundaries?' Not to any great extent, I an afraid, under
existing conditions. And yet it is desirable that Canada should
possess a law school which shall be a Dominion and not a Provincial
Institution. As we grow in nationhood, we shall need more and more
trained publicists and civil servants and statesien. Where arc they
t :get their training? If our Law Faculty is to aid in this 'work, she
will have to add to what she bas at present a good deal that she has not.
By way of making a suggestion, let me say that she will need, to begin
with, a chair of English Conmon Law. The' possession of such- a
chair would enable us to attract more students froni the West, and
would show that fhe ambitions of our Sehool of Law are not linited
by the boundaries of our Province.

I cone now to the Faculty of Medicine. The reference made at
the outset of mv renarks to flic inaugural cercmony' he]d in 1829, at
which the already existing Sehool of MN[edicine joined hands with the
infant collegl, will have sufficed to remîind you .of the fact that the
history of this Faculty reaches further back almost than that'of McGill
itself. And in the early years of stress and struggle, when McGill
College seems to have been the wrestlinlg, gi-ouncd of denominational
factions, it was the efficiency and prestige of the M.edical Faculty that
kept the College alive. Let us never forget that nuch of the progress
cf this Faculty has been due to the ,unselfish effort and· the devoted
sacrifices of many who have been at various periods associated with its
îaching. Since 1896 it has seemced to have renehed the high-water mark'
of its prosperity. It lias hiad as nany students as it could easily accomnio-
date, a.nd the two great hospitals with which it is so closely associated
have stood forth to the world with ever-increasing effliciency as nodels
of wlat such hospitals should be. Many of you will he surprised, in
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these circumstances, if I here record my conviction that no department
of our work requires more strengthening at the present time than the
Fiaculty of Medicine, and that no clains for large endowments ought
to take precedence of those which miglit be urged by the iembers of
that faculty.

Why do 1 say this of a Faculty one of whose proudest boasts is that
it has always been able to hold its own and to manage its own affairs
without being beholden to anybody? Because the facts warrant the
statement. . In recent years the Faculty hais been fortunate in. receiving
a considerable sum of money from Lord Stratheona and the members
of his family, given mainly for the higlily desirable and, indeed, almost
indispensable purpose of extending and improving the Medical Building.

Apart fror this, however, and some assistance in the departments of
Pathology, ·Physiology and, Pharmacology, the Medical Faculty has in
the last riine years reccived nothing at all from the general public, for
which it does sô much. If the prevailing impression is that it has no
needs, or at least none that it cannot itself supply, the sooner that idea
can be dissipated the bettèr. The demands made by the various
branches. of -mdicine at the present day-always increasing with the
constant advances in medical knowledge-thé crying need for more
specialized instruction, and for the displacement of the large lecture
by the divisional or unit svsten, with a greater amount of detailed
teaching and more personal supervision on the part of the instructor-
all this combines to render the further and fuller endownent of our
Medical School one of our nost pressing needs, perhaps the most urgent
of all. From the very earliest days of its foundation-owing to the
excellent clinical instruction provicd iu inhe hospitals-our Faculty
of Medicine bas been a stanclard-bearer among the schools of the whole
American Continent. We want to keep it in the van. That is the
motto-agmina ducens-which its patron and friend, Lord Strathcona,
lias chosen for his coat-of-arns in the peerage of Great Britain. We
want te have . it also for the niotto of our Faculty. Tlough
Montreal is not quite so big a fplace as New York or Boston,
or Philadelphia or Chicago, we nust not stand idly by and' sec our

great school of medicine lose the lead which it once obtained over 'the
schools which are coning' now to be so lavishly endowed and so mag-
nificently equipped in those important centres. Nor do we wish to
see our Canadian students of medicine tempted across the line to these

or any other schools.· That is why it is incumbent on this university,
.in view of existing conditions, to aim iigh in what it seeks to do' for

mqedicine. It is not enougli to turn out each year a stated number of
men, who are likely to become tloroughily sound' and experienced
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general practitioners. That is highly important, even essential, for
a young and developing country like Canada, imt 'it is not the' Whole
duty of a nedical school which aiis at first rank. The reputation of
such a school must be more than merely local. It wil remainii com-
paratively unknown in the greaier wor]d of scientifie miedicinc, il, it
does not train a considerable proportion of men capable of making their
mark in other schools, and of becoming leading authorities in some
branch of niedical work. This is onlv one aspect of the admitted fact
that nowadays a universitv takes rank not as a teaching machine, but
according to the measure of its achieveiments in the higher field of re-
search and investigation. And so the training of the scientific
physician, qualified to nake additions to knowledge as well as to impart
it to others, must continue to be a leading feature of our school. lere
eues in the need for wel-equipped laboratories, giving a thoroughly
sound scientific training in medicine preparatory to clinical work.
This is a costly business, and ft will become even more costly than it is
at present, with the larger number of classes that will result from the
extension of . the medical curriculum fron four vears' to five.
It is quite conceivable that this forward step, when il cones to be
taken, will lose us some students. Oine of the disadvaninges of the
present situation is that wc have t tiink ioo muli of that, not un-
important factor. About five-sixths of the gross reverme of. the
Medical Faculty are derived fron students' fees; not niuch more than a
paltry $8,000 is *derived fron interest on endowments. ris is a by no
means secure, far less an impregnable, position, and, in my judgment,
it should be remedied at the earliest possible moment. Endowments
should be sought for to provide, apart from fees, the salaries of the pro-
fessors who occupy the scientifie chairs in the faculty-beginrning with
anatomy, and including physiology, pathology, pharmacology, hygiene
-and salaries large enough to inake certain that these chairs shali
always b filled by the very best nen obtainable. Then it is not quite
creditable that lecturers and assistants, should be asked to work for prac-
fically nothing. How eau a young physician be asked to give w%'hole-
hearted service to the work of teaching for a few hundred dollars a
ycar? And how eau his chief exact, frorn him even the routine duty
required in his department, to say nothing of co-operation in research?
Everybody knows that to become a first-class physiologist, or anatomist,
or pathologist, or pharmacologist nowadays it is essential to devote one's
whole tinie for many years to the one subject. Tnless we can encourage
cur younger men to do this, where are we to look for successors to the
present holders of chairs, and how are we to avoid the reproach of going
abroad for them?
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There is no need of the Medical Faculty-or, so far as I am aware,
of any other Faculty-that cannot be supplied by money. Probably
over half a million of dollars would be necessary to overtake the objects
to' which I have referred, and the completion of the buildings-with new
dissecting rooms, library, nuseum, etc.-as. well as an adequate fund for
maintenance and equipment, would eall for as much again. Do' not let'
us be dismayed by the figures. Within this last year Harvard has been
assured of no less than ten million dollars for the building and fuller
equipment of her medical school, and Chicago-now that the Rush
Medical College bas been joined to the UTniversity-is prornised as much
and more. There is no cepartient of our work that has greater Claims
on the good will of the public than that which centres round the art of
healing. It is not more doctors that we ain at turning out, but better
doctors-men who have had the best available advantages in equipping
themselves for the practice of the most honourable-and onerous-of.
'all professions. The McGill Medical Faculty has done noble work in
the past, and I am confident that-as soon as it needs are properly
understood-it will receive such a degree of support fron an apprecia-
tive communitv as shall enable it to keep pace with the ever-growing
demands of medical teaching and medical~ science.

When I say that there is no McGill want that money will not supply,
I do not want to be quoted as implying that money is everything.
Dollars will not create the spirit that ought to animate our work-the'
spirit of earnest devotion to the highest interest of the cause we serve.
It is because that spirit already exists in MVlcGill that its friends and
supporters may confidently appeal for further financial aid. Gratitude
for past favours need not debar us from cherishing a lively expectation
of favours still to come. The present administration of the -University'
bas received some signal marks of trust and confidence. In looking
back on the nine years that have 'passed since 1895, I cannot 'forget the
kindness of. the late Mr. John Henry Molson, who was Chairman of the
Board of Governors when I came to McGill. As Chairman also of the
Finance 'Committee, Mr. Molson had a very heavy load to carry. He
knew the needs of the University in all ifs departments, and was greatly
oppressed 'at times-as 'all finance 'chairmen must -be-by thé constant
recurring .difficulty of making both ends inet. ' Yet when he died, it

.was found that he had given the administration a most. signal mark
of confidence by bequeathing the sum of .one hundred thousand dollars
for the General Endowment' Fund of the University. Some of the
greatest gifts he made us during his life time were marked by the same
spirit of self-effacing devotion to the general interest. He gave the
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ground on which the Redpath Library stands, and (in 1893): he gave
$60,000 for the purchase of land and for buildings and equipment for
the Faculty of Medicine. If 'his name is not connected with either' of
these great donations, his memory·-remains none the less deep-graven in
our hearts. It is on a portion- of the lots he acquired .on MeTavish
Street that Mrs. Peter Redpath's .iost welcome and valuable extension
of the Library was:erected in '1900.

Permit me now to indicate very briefly the lines on which the con-
solidation and extension of our work as a University should, according
to my best judgment, be made to proceed.

I believe, in the first place, that if the time is not yet come it will
soon be at hand when ,McGill ought. very seriously to consider whether
it will allow boys to go direct.from school into any of the professional
faculties without taking at least a partial course in Arts as a prelimin-
ary. In Medicine the curriculum has everything 'to gain by having
physics, chemistry and biology eliminâted, and taken in the Faculty of
Arts' as introductory. The best preparation for the. law course is a
preliminary study of such subjects as History and Political Science.
As for the 'Faculty of Applied Science, if the needs of a developing
country have been calling out for young engineers, the dignity of the
engineering profession no less demands that they shall be as fully
educated as possible. An utterance may be cited in this
connexion which .I 'once heard from the lips of President
Eliot, of Harvard: "When: all' the leading Universities 'of
the country require a degree in Arts 'or, Science for admission
to their professional 'schools-of law, meclicine, 'divinity, teaching,
architecture and applied science-an effective support will be given to
the Bachelor's degree in Arts and Science such as has never' yet been
given in the United States; and the higher walks of all the professions
will be filled with men who have received not only 'a' strenuous profes-
sional training, but a broad preliminary culture." , So, too, President
Butler, of Columbia: " For a University to admit professional students
direct from the secondary schools is to throw the weight of its influence
against the spirit and' ideals of college training, and to prepare for the
so-called learned professions a large body of very imperfectly educated
men."

This takes me back to the Faculty of Arts, in the recent reorganiza-
tion of whose courses we had. evr in:view the aim of making an organic
connexion with the several' departments of professional study. One
link is.still wanting-the Chair of Education that is to lead up to the
activity of teaching.' When that has been supplied, the holder of the
Chair-with the Normal School as his laboratory--will be able to
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impress himself upon the whole education of the province, if not of the
countryat large. Meànwhile any prospective donors who may prefer"
to help us to strengthezi and to consolidate work alreadyùlndértaken
will allow us to remind :them that the Department. of Modern Lan''
guages is utterly without endowment of any kind. We ought to have
two chairs here," one of Teutonic and the other, of Romuance Languages
and Literature. ' The energy which Dr. Walter devoted this year to
the successful organization of a sumni.er school of French, iaay be
expected to draw fresh attention to the needs of this most important:
department. I say nothing of classies; that subject ,would need a
1ecture in itself. It is possible to obiain that "reasonable tincture of
letters" for' which Professor Macnaughton pleaded last year without
any excessive devotion to classical study. But the'friends of the classies
nay refer, with pardonable pride, to the "rush back to' Latin" which

is going on at present in the United States, and which seems to amount
alnost to a rediscovery in that country of what.,I have elsewhere called
the logic of grammar. Another sign of the times is 'the establishment
of ',two flourishing Classical Associations, the one in .Scotland and the
other in England, the members of which propose.not only to give reasons
for 'tle faith that is in them, but' also to 'question others as to theirs..
Persónally, I should be the last to advocate the claims. of classical -study
ifthee claims necessarily involved ignorance of the world éwe live in
and of the natural phenomena that are about and around us.' Education
i meant to lead us into active life, not' out of 'it. ' At the same time
the brilliant discoveries of natural science, which have :tauglt us much'
that our grandfathérs did not knw, need not induce the iapid inference
that what our grandfathers did not know must neoessarily have been use-
less knowledge. If my own connexion with the classical departmaent at
MeGill has iesulted in any broader views of classical study--such'as I
pleaded for nine years 'ago-then in this department 'also 'we may claim
thatsome progress has been made.

The fortunate settlement of the long-standing controversy with
Ontario, on the subject of the recognition' of "MeGill degrees for certain

purposes in that province, induces the hope, that we may witness in
future, a greater amount of reciprocity among Canadian Ujniversities.
In early days it was perbaps not 'altogether unnatural that 'our great
educational institutions, separated from each.other' by immense distances,
should 'have lived apart as' it were, and should have been tempted to
cultivate separate interests. This has not made for unity, either of
methodè or of feeling and sentinent. Now that we, note some slight
disposition to. lower the provincial boundary-fenxces we nay perhaps
hope for' better things. The Universities in' various parts of the
United States can agree to act together, when expedient, on .matters
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of common interest; why should not we? It is not necessary or even
advisable that all our Universities should be moulded after the same
pattern. They have all their. own proper work to do. Each will in"
all probability develop on the lines that are most suited to its circum-
stances and its situation. There should therefore be less rivalry, less
jealousy in the future-less belittling of eacli other and a greater effort
to present a united front in what is after all a common cause. Some
people make a great bugaboo of the British North America Act, which
committed the interests of education to the several provinces. In those
early days that -was probably altogether a wise measure, and the Federal
Government must often have had occasion since to congratulate itëelf
that--so far as education is concerned-it could keep itself in a large
measurc outside the arena' of provincial strife. But the
education that was thought of mainly at the time of the
framing of the Act -was school education. The great subject of tech-
nical education, for example, had scarcely been heard of. This has
been brought' home to us in connexion i'ith our new school of Railroad
Engineering, which ought to'be thoroughly .national in character. There
is certainly nothing provincial about its origin or its abus. Again,
when last year we were forced by circumstàces to abandon our Faculty
of Veterinary Science, it was not without the hope that -it might one
day be revived on a larger scale. In vie* of the bearing' of the teach-
ing given in that Faculty on the greatest of al 'our national interests-
the interests of agriculture-~it is matter of great regret that we should
have felt obliged to relinquish it. . The whole Dominion might profit
by the institution-in connexion with one of our leading Universities
-of a great national school of Agriculture, or Agronomies, one branch
of which, as at Cornell, would be veterinary science. an
one of those who believe that it is the duty of a IUniversity to
make itself of service to the country at large by associating itself with
all its leading interests. In so wide a field as that there is room for
all who will co-operate--room for the Federal Governient, too, if it
can be induced to come in. Meanwhile ,we ought to cherish, in all that
ccncerns University education, the spirit of co-operation and mutual
helpfulness. The need for that in Canada was very nuch in imy
thoughts last year when I sat as your representative at an imperial
University Conference which met in London. High argunient was
addressed to the audience by various speakers on behalf of imperial
unity in education-the dissemination of a better knowledge of what is
gcing on in our Universities throughout the length and breadth of the
Empire, the cultivation of mutual interests, the furtherance of common
aims, a sort of Federation of the Empire, in fact, through education.
I could not help thinking, as I listened, that here in Canada we had
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better begin at home. The times are not unfavourable for sucli a
rapprôcliment. We nmust not let 'the Empire get ahead of the Dominion.
Hlere in McGill we have accustomed ourselves to take wide and broad
views. That is why we have special reason to rejoice in everything that
tends -o promote the unification' of our national interests, both in act and
iL sentiment. There have always been some who felt a difrfculty over
the fact that the educational institutions of our Colonies have been
nanned .to a large extent from the great British Universities. Now,

the tide is beginning to flow the other way. Only a few months ago
the Royal Society of London came to McGill to borrow Professor
Rutherford for thé purposes of the 'Bakerian Lecture. And along with
ihe first flight of Rhodes scholars to Oxford goes our most illustrious
alumnus Dr. William Osler. This process of interchange will doubt-
less·go on increasing as the years roll on. "The result," as our friend
Dr. Parkin writes in a.paper which he has just forwarded to me, " The
result. cannot be àtherwise than healthy and inspiring. Able men in
the Motherland willgo abi;oad more readily .when they know that'dis-
tinctio von there counts at the centre. Able men born abroad in
the Colonies will know, that the pathway to recognition is freely open
to them in whatever corner of the Empire they may happen to be.
Everything of this kind counts for the unification of the nation, in work,
in interest, in sentiment. It makes for continuity as well. The dis-
tinguished Canadian man of science, coming to hold up at Oxford his
lamp of knowledge lighted there in the thirteenth century by Roger
Bacon is a truer prophecy of the, future of the Empire, we may fairly
h6pe, than Macaulay's New Zealander contemplating the ruins of St.
Paul's from a broken arch of London Bridge."

Members of Convocation, Ladies and Gentlemen,-I have made it my
aim in this address 'to gather up the lessons of our recent past, and. to
estimate the educational position which we find McGill occupying 'after
three-quarters of a century of almost uninterrupted teaching. We
have muéh reasdn to rejoice together over what has already been accom-'
plished, and also 'to go forward with good hope into the future. In
point of- solid progress we could hardly wish the record other thaawhat
it has been.- MeGill stands deservedly high among the learied in-
stitutions of the Dominion and of the Empire. In this respect. itivgr
stood higher than it does to-day. But it is a trite remark that lear:-;

'ing. is not'everything; not al knowledge is power. Perhaps in the
time to come, with the greater social advantages ·that are now to -be'
at the command of the student body-with our Union, and let us hope,
soon too, our Halls of ]Residence-the university may come to be as widely
known as a school of manners, in the broad sense of the term, as it is at
present for learning iand solid work. You know the old motto of
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William of Wykeham, who founded Winchester and New College, Ox-
ford: "Manners makyth man." Too little attention is paid in our
educational programmes to the upbmilding of character. When we
think of the unspeakable importance of the years which our young men
spend at college, as a preparation for their after life, our )hearts must
vearn to do more for them than under present conditions wC arc
able ito accomplish. Manners are formed and personality is built up
in the school of life-even the student school. Ionesty, purity, rever-
ence-all the moral virtues, in fact, are just as important for the youth
of a country as are learning and scholarship. " Manners makyth man."
We want to have a hall mark for MeGill men, by which they may be
known and recognized all the world over. It lies ,with our students
themselves to set the standard. What re wish to do is to give them
all the help.we can to make the most of their advantages whie they are
with us. College days are soon over, and they leave with the individual
either the satisfaction of strenuous effort or the memory 'of neglected
opportunities. "H ow truly it is in man," as Mr. Gladstone said to
the students at Edinburgh, " in man, and not in bis circumstances,:that
the secret of his destiny resides. For most of you that destiny will

take its final bent towards evil or towards-good, not from the information
you imbibe, but from the habits of mind. thought and life that you shall
acquire during your academic career. Could you, with the bodily eye,'
watch the moments of it as they fly, you would sec them aIl pass by
you, as the bee that lias rifled -the heather bears its honey through the

air, charged with the promise, or it may be with the menace, of the

future. In many things -it is wise to believe before experience; to.
believe until you may know; and believe me when I tell you that the

thrift of time will repay you in-after life with an usury of profit beyond
your most sanguine dreams, and that the ivaste of it will make yo,

dwindle, alike, in intellectuIl and -in moral stature, beneath your
darkest reckonings."

EMPYEMA OF THE RIGHT SPHENOIDAL CAVITY AND

POSTERIOR ETHMOIDAL CEtLS, ASSOCIATED

WITH COMPLETE OCCLUSION OF THE
RIGIT POSTERIOR NARIS.

. -' BY

ROBERT H. CRAIG, M.D.

Larynlgol-ogist, Weteme~ Genieral Hospital.

Rouge.was the first to observe by post-mortem examination chronic

empyema of the sphenoidal cavity. The case was that of a lady, who

during life had suffered from nasal speech exopthalmos, strabismus, and

Read before the Canadian Medical Association, August, 1904.
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pain in the upper teeth. Before death, left-sided deafness and blind-
ness were added to -the symptons. Post-mortem examination revealed
the sphenoidal cavity full of cheesy pus.

In a paper which I published in the New York Medical Journal,
March 24th, i900, I endeavoured to show the intimate relationship which
often exists between empyema of the accessory nasal caviiies and in-
fiammatory diseases of the base of the brain. Since that time my
observations have extended along similar Unes, and while it has been
my privilege to observe and treat both in private and hospital practice
nany cases of empyema of, the accessory nasal cavities, I have found
the above relationship very often existing; but, in the case which I wish
to report, the empyema was evidently an open one. Consequently,
brain symptoms were wanting, apart from the headache and apàthy
exhibited by the child ,in her studies. The first observations of
empyema of the sphenoidal' cavity on the living subject were made by
Schaffér, and since the report of his case, many have been recorded in
the literature by such conpetent authorities as Hajek, Grunwald and

others. The time at my disposal will not permit me 'to refer to a
consideration of the etiology or diagnosis of sphenoidal empyema, and
I shall therefore proceed at once to a report of the case.

. B., female, aged seven and a half years, -was brought to My office

en July 25th, '1903, by her mother, wbo stated that the child was
süffering from headache, cleafness, discharge from the nose and inability

to breathe freely through the nostrils. The aural and nasal trouble
dated from a' very virulent attack'of scarlet-fever fron which the patient

suffered' two and a- half years previous to consulting 'me. The only

local treatment adoþted during and after the fever was a daily cleans-

ing of the nostrils and" ears by a mild antiseptic lotion... Examination

ievealed a fairly wéll-nourished girl of listless appearance. Cardiac,'
digestive and genito-urinary systemns were normal.

Nasal exanination showed a profuse purulent fetid discharge fron

bdth nostrils.. The septum was deflected to the right.. Examination

with a probe reveald icmplete occlusion of the lower posterior third of

he right nostril, and, owing ·to its narrowness, examination of the upper

half of the nostril ,was im"ossible. There was considerable pus in the

left nostril, and theenmiddle -turbinal bone was enlarged. Examination

of the nasao-pharynx and pharynx -revealed a large postnasal growth

and hypertrophied tonàils., The ears were discharging freely; both

drum membranes and the ossicles we-e destroyed. The following day
I removed the postnasal growth and the enlarged tonsils. After the

removal of the adenoid growth, I explored with my finger the posterior

rares, and was surprised to find that the right posterior naris was about
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cne-third the size of the left in all its dimensions. Following the
operation, the nostrils and cars were thoroughluy cleansed, and the
breathing improved considerably, but in spite of daily frequent irriga
tions, the discharge did not diminsh perceptibly. At the end of three
weeks I decided to explore the right nostril thoroughly,-. and the
patient was again anosthetized. The pus appeared to originate in
the posterior superior half of the nostril. I endeavoured with a probe
to ascertain the normal opening in the anterior wall of the sphenoid,
but did not succeed, and the nostril was too narrow to permit of good
illumination. The distance from the centre of the anterior spcnoidal
wall from the anterior nasal spine was found to be two inches. I re-
moved the inferior turbinal with scissors and snare in order to obtain
more space, and drilled through the anterior wall of the sphenoid at
its lower third. Fætid pus flowed very freely. The opening was
enlarged and the cavity thoroughly irrigated with a mild boracic acid
solution. I did not think it wise to curette the cavity on account of
its close proximity to vital structures, and was content to establish
free drainage. I then proceeded to make a communication between
the nasal cavity and postnasal space, and met with considerable diffi-
culty, on account of the hardness of the bone and the sinall space .to
work in. I eventually succeecled, and placed a hard rubber drainage
tube in the opening thus made. The bohmorrhagc, which was profuse
during the operation, was controlled from time to time by applications
of a watery solution made from suprarenal powder. Following the
operation, the nostrils were cleansed daily for a period of two weeks,
and as the patient showed marked signs of iiprovement, the mother,
much against my advice, decided to take ber daugliter ionme.. She
riurned to Montreal two weeks later. Nasal examination then showed
the opening in the postnasal space almost filled with granulations, and,
there was still considerable pus in the nostril. The patient was again
anoesthetized, and as pus was seen coming from the region of the
ethmoidal cells, I opened the posterior group, freely re-established the,
opening into the postnasal space, and with an .Asche's forcep I fractured
the septum as far back as the posterior naris, and inserted a special
perforated splint.

One month following the above operation, suitable and appropriate
treatment having been carried out in the interim, the nostrils and ears
were almost free fromi pus, and there was and is at the present time a
free communication between the right.nostril and right postnasal space.
Unfortunately, on account of the conplete destruction of the ossicles,
the hearing only shows a moderate degree of improvement.
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THE McGILLUNIVERSITY LECTURE AND THE MEDICAL

FACULTY.

t is encouraging to hear fron a layman words upon professional
matters liich express our own feelings. Àpart from the force
which they 6ai froin apt expression, they have a force all their
ow. in that, renderixig our thouglits and aspirations, they cone, as it
were, fromr outside. •Whilst admitting that it is the duty of the head
of a ·Uiiversity-be he Chancellor or Vice-Chancellkr, President or
Principal-to be intimately, acquainted with the work and needs of
every Faciilty, and to be abreast. of every movement which tends to raise
the standard and develope the resources of each branch of educational
activity under his care, we cannot but be gladdened when , we find that,
Principal Peterson's valuation of our labours and needs is the valuation'

which we ourselves would give.
It is a happy idea to establish in McGill University a Founder's Day,

and it was appropriate that, in so doing, Principal'Peterson should seize
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the opportunity to look backwards over the seventy-five years during
which the University has been established, and to foreshadow future
progress. And in this address lie laid particular emuphasis upon the
Medical Faculty; the honourable part which it played in the past ren-'
dered the University possible; he dwelt upon its present high standing,
its urgent needs if it is to retain that position amongst the great
sehools of this continent, which, through the labours of past generations
and of the present, it has attained. His words were so much to the
point that we gladly repeat them in their entirety:-An earlier refer-
ence to the inaugural ceremony in 1829 will, said he, "have sufficed
to remind you of the fact that the history of this Society reaches further
back alnost than that of MeGill itself. And, in the early years of
stress and struggle, when MeGill College seems to have been the wrest-
ling-ground of denominational factions, it was the efficiency and prestige
of the Medical Faculty that kept the college alive. Let us never forget
that much of'the progress of this Faculty has been due to the unselfish
effort and the devoted sacrifices of many who have been at various
reriods associated with its teaéhing.

" Since 1896 it has scemed to have reached the high water mark of
its prosperity. It has had as many students as it could easily accom-,
mnodate, and the two great hospitals with which it is so closely associated
have stood forth to the world with ever-increasing efficiency as models
of what such hospitals should be . Many of you will ba surprised, in
these circumstances, if I here record my conviction, that no department
of our work requires more strengtlening at the present time than the
Faculty of Medicine, and that no claims for large .endowments ought
te take precedence of those which might be urged by the members of
this Faculty.

"Why do I say this of a faculty, one of whose proudest boasts is that it
has always been able to hold its own and to manage its own affairs with-
out being beholden to anyone? Because the facts warrant the statement.
In recent years the Faculty has been fortunate in receiving sums of money
from Lord Strathcona and the members of his family, given mainly for
the highly desirable and, indeed, almost indispensable purpose of extend-
ing and improving the Medical Building. Apart from this, however, and
some assistance in the departments of Pathology, Physiology and Phar-
macology, the Medical Faculty has, in the last nine years, received
nothing at all from the general public, for which it does so much. If
the prevailing impression is that it has no needs, or at least none that
it cannot itself supply, the sooner that idea -can be dissipated the better.
The demands made by the various branches of medicine at the present
day-always increasing with the constant advances in medical knowledge



-- the crying need for more specialized instruction, and for the dis-
placement of the large lecture by the divisional or unit system, with a
greater anount of detailed teaching and more personal supervision on
the part of the instructor-all this combines to render the further and
fuller endowment of our Medical School one of our most pressing
needs, perhaps the most urgent of all.

"From the very earliest days of its foundation-owing to the
excellent clinical instruction provided in the hospials--our Faculty
of Medicine has -been a standard-bearer among the schools of the
whole American: continent.. We want to keep; it in the van. That
is the motto-Agina 'ducens--which its patron and friend, Lord
Stratheona, has chosen for his coat-of-arms in the ,peerage of
Great Britain. ' We want to have it, also for . the motto of our
Faculty. Though Montreal is not quite so big a place as New
York or Boston or Philadlphin or Chicago. we must. not stand idly
by and sce our great sehool of imedicine lose the lead whieh it once
obtained over the schools which are ·coning now to be so 'lavishly
endowed and so magnificently equipped in those important centrs. Nor
do we wish to sec our Canadian students of 'medicine tempted across
the line to these or any other .sehools. That is why it ii incumbent on
this University, in view of existing conditions, to ain high in 'wat it
seeks to do for medicine. It 'is not enough to turn out each year' a stated
number of men who are -likely to becone thoroughly sound and. 'ex-
perienced general practitioners; that is iighly important, even essential,
for a young and developing country like Canada;, but it is not the whole
duty of a medical school which aims at first 'rank. The reputation of
such a school must be more than merely local. . It will remain com-
parativeiy unknown in the greater world of scientific medicine il it does
rot train a considerable proportion of men capable of inaking their
mark in other schools and of becoming leading authorities in soine'
branch of medical work. This is only one aspect of the admitted fact
that nowadays a university takes rank, not as a teaching machine, but
eccording to the measures of its achievements in the higher field 'of
research and investigation. And so the training of the scientific
physician, qualified to make additions to knowledge as well as to impart.
it to others, must continue to be a leading feature of our school.

"Here comes the need for well-equipped laboratories, giving a thor-
oughly sound scientific training in medicine preparatory to clinical work.
This is a costly business, and it will become even mor.e costly than it is at
present with the larger number of classes that will result from the exten-
sion of the medical curriculum from four years to five. It is quite
conceivable that this forward step, when it comes to be taken, will los,
us some students. One of the disadvantages of the present system is
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that we have to think too inueh of ihat'n ot unimportant factor. • About
five-sixths of the gross revenue of thle Medical Faculty are derived from
students' fees: not nuch more than a paltry $8.000 is derived fron:
interest on endowments. This is by no means a secure, far less an im-
pregnable position, and, in my julgment, it should be remedied at thé
earliest possible moment. Endowments shoulil he sought for to pro-
vide apart fron fees the salaries of the professors who occupy the
scientific chairs in the Faculty, beginining with Anatony and ineluding
Physiology, lharimaoIogy-, Hygiene--salaries large enough to make
certain that iliese chairs shall always be filled by .the very best mon
obtainable.

"Then it is not quite creclitable that lecturers .and assistants should
be asked to work for practically nothing. How ean a young physician
be asked to give whole-hearted service to the work of teaching for a
few hundred dollars a year? and how can his chief exact from him
even the routine duty required in his departnent, to ;say nothing of co-
operation in research? Everybody knows that to becone a first-class
physiologist or anatomist or pathologist or pharmnacologist nowadays,
Î' is essential to devote one's whole time for nany years to the one sub-
ject. Unless we can encourage our younger men ·to do this, where
are wec to look for successors to the present holders of chairs, and how
are we to avoid the reproach of going abroad for them? There is no
need in the Medical Faculty-or, so far as I am aware, of any other
Faculty-that cannot be supplied by money. Probably over half ·a
million of dollars -would be necessarv to overtake the objects toe which I
have referred, and the completion of the buildings, with new dissecting
rooms, library, museum, etc., as well as an adequate fund for mnainten-
ance and equipment, would call for as mucli again. . Do not let us be
dismayed by the figures. Within this Tast year -Harvard bas been:
assured of no less fhan ten million dollars for the building and fuller
equipinent of .her medical school, and Chicago-now that the Rush
Medical College has been joined to the University-is pronuised as much
more.

"There is no department of our work that lias greater clainis on
the good will of the publie than that which centres around the art
of healing. It is not more doctors that we aim to turn out, but botter
doctors-men who have had the best available advantages in equipping
themselves for the practice of the most honourable and onerous of all
professions. The McGill Medical Faculty has done noble work in the
past, and. I am confident that-as soon as its needs are properly under -
stood-it will receive a degree of support from an appreciative con-
munity as shall enable it to keep pace with the ever-growing demands
of medical teaching and medical science."
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Briefly, but most powerfully, Principal Peterson bas indicated the
present status of the Medical Faculty. and its needs, and his plea is
most timely, for at this very moment it stands at the parting of the
ways. So necessary to the community is it that medical practitioners
be fully equipped for their work,- so inuch is that work expanding and
so expensive has a sound, thorough education becone, that the fees that
can be exacted fromn the students no, longer suffice to pay for that educa-
tion, and, for the good of the . community,' the wealthy and public
spirited in other large centres on this continent have of late come forth
nobly with endowments and buildings for medical schools. Those
endowments, at first sight, appear -to be lavish. We in Montreal can-
not expect to approach the ten millions -which Harvard has received,
the like sum that is promised to the Chicago School, the five millions
saidto be given to the Cornell School in New York. Sums. so great
as these are not needed in McGill, for the greater part of'the gift in
each of these cases is to be devoted to the establishment and endowment,
of a university hospital and to school buildings. Happily, Montreal
already possesses such hospitals and the greater part of its school build-
ings. But still much is required, and, unless this .is obtained and is
obtàined in t;he near future, it is evident that the school must fall
behind in its standing and in the good tiat it can accomplish.

The Principal has well indicated the direction in which aid is needed;
professorial endowients, to assure that the best men arc appointed and
are retained; due payment of lecturers and denonstrators, who now
are asked to work loyally for a mere pittance; payment adequate :o
assure that in each department there shall be those of :the junior staff,
who, devoting themselves wholly to their subject for some years, will
no longer be aniateurs, but will become experts and authorities, so that
the .Faculty will not be compelled to go abroad to select heads of de-
partnenis; funds for the further developinent of such essential features
of a good school as the medical library and the museunis of anatomy and
pathology. Mucli could be said under each of these beadings. We
hope in the future to treat of each in some detail. We would, in this
connexion, -point out that it is well worth conparing the Principal's
plea with Professor Abbott's well-reasoned address, printed in our last
number. Layman and professional inan, it will be seen, arrive at the
same results and make a like appeal.

THE NEW PHYSIOLOGY.

A revelation has been made to this Journal through the medium of a
circular letter from Albert J. Atkins, 'M.D., Professor of, Physiology in
the California Medical College, President' of the San Francisco County
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Society of Physicians and Surgeons, and Member of the Astronomicai
Society of the Pacifie Cast. . Dr. Atkins has apprehended the force.
of the objections which have been made to all previous revelations that
they have not been attested to the satisfaction of men of plain common
sense, and accordingly he has ladded the names of his witnesses, a prac-
tice we coula wish had been more commonly followed in times gone by..
Dr. Atkins' discovery, in short, is "the electrical reaction of the life
principle in the living lungs." We have no. desire to usurp the chair
of the scorner, nor are we blind to the excess of vivacity which induced
Dr. Atkins to reveal his discovery in a type-written letter of less than
a score of lines., Indeed, there is muel to commend in the practice,
having in mind the laborious elaboration of' less important discoveries
in the eurrent scientifie.literature.

For conciseness and brevity and obedience to the old, Egyptian côm-
mandment, "thou shalt not multiply words" in- speaking" this corlm-
munication stands alone. The experimîent- rivails in simplicity
Galvani's observation upon the frog's legs or Newton's -ujon the fall of
the apple: '" Tracheotomy was performed on a living 'sheep; ,two 'especi-
ally prepared, small, platinum electrodes ":were inserted through 'th
opening into the cavity' of each hng. These platinum electrodes were
attached by about thirty feet of insulated copper wire to a Weston
galvanometer. The instant the electrodes reached the air-chambers'
of the lungs, the needle of the galvanometer moved from zero point,
alternately to the right and to the left, the full length of the scale, at
eaci breath of the animal. This action proves conclusively that there
is an electrical current in the living lungs; also, that the current
alternates from positive to negative, with perfect rhythm, at each
breath of the animal."

We do not sec our way to deny the truth of this observation, that
there is an electric current in the living lungs, in view of the experi-,
ments with which prehistoric physiologists used to amuse us in the fresh
days of our youth. Electrodes would be placed upon the base and apex
of the heart, upon the upper and lower surface of the tongue, and the
galvanometer was observed to indicate certain electrical reactions. That
may have been an illusion, but it seemed real enough at the time.

Nor do we feel specially commissioned by Providence to estimate the
bearing of this discovery upon the "life principle." • Whëther the
lif e principle have an electrical reaction or not we cannot say. Our
mind has always been occupied with humbler topies; yet we feel
cuite sure that all active tissues exhibit. an electro-negative reaction.'
The phènomenon has been witnessed in the brain of a moderate-sized
rabbit. Persons who are interested in this fascinating' subject will
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recall - Professor Waller's laborous experîments upon the electrical
reactions which are observed in living and dying tissues. •That humble
e-perimenter utilized the eye of the codfish as a' "beginning, but he
declared, anticipating Professor Atkins, we fancy, that a sheep's head
woùuld serve equally well, and he stùmbled' upon the'profound discovery.
that "Schafkopfs " are as common in laboratories as in any other
sphere of life. This may appear to be a great 'deal of writing about a;
sm'all" natter, but the incident illustrates well the hasty utterance, which,
attends so much scientific work. The late Mr. Huxley had occasion
to employ, an Irish carman and charged him to drive fast. ' The man,
set off at a allp. " Do you know where -you are going "? cried
Huxley. 'No, yer hanner; but annyway I'm drivin fast."

Among .the events -of interest during the past month was the visit
of Dr. Paul Courmont,- of 'the University of Lyons,' on his way from
St. Louis. The interest lay in his presentation of his case for the
serum-diagnosis of tuberculosis, a subject which lie has made peculiarly
his own. Dr. Courmont gave demonstrations of his methods
bc-fore members of the profession at McGill and again at Laval, vhere
all who had the privilege of hearing hin were charmed by his lucidity
of thought, his, perfection of utterance and the singular attractiveness
of his personality. _

The enrolinent of students for the session of 1904-5 at McGill
University is 370 in Medicine, 297 in Arts, 370 in Applied Science and
28 in Law, making a total in all faculties of 1,065. According to tbe
report for 1902-03, which is the last published, the students in Medicine
were 435, in Arts 329, in Science 286 and in Law 40, inaking a total
of 1,090. The"-decrease in the Faculty of Arts is fully explainable by
ihe new regulations governing partial students. The increase in Science

i gratifying, but thé diminished numbers in Law and Medicine is .a
matter which is worthy of investigation. The decrease.is probably. tem-
porary, and due to the raising of .the standard.-.

The controversy between the educational authorities of Ontario and
McGill is at an end. itherto, graduates of McGillwere debarred
from teaching in the high schools of Ontario :unless they would pass
an additional examination. According to the new regulations, Article
51 lias been èhanged to read· that "any .person who' obtains a degree
in arts in the honour department of Mathematics, Science, Classies,
English, and History, Moderns and History, or French and German,
as specified in the calendar of any University in Canada," etc. McGill
has agreed to alter such of the courses as at present do not conform with
the Ontario regulations. The changes, however, are insignificant.
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LECTURES To GENERAL PRACTITIONERS ON THE DISEAsES 0F. THE
STOMACH AND INTESTINES. 3y: BOA: DMAN DEED .D A
octavo volume~of 1,021 pages. Price $5.00. E. B. Treat & Co.
New York.

"In this volume of lectures the attempt has been mïade to furnish
a plain and unpretentious but practically complete elinical guide to the
diagnosis and treatment of the diseases in question'." With these words
the author broadly outlines his work, and the attempt has been in a high
degree successful. As the title indicates, the subject matter of the
book is presented in the form of lectures. This mode of dealing with
such a large subject in book forn, while it can scarcely be considered
as beyond the experimental stage, has much to commend it.

Eighty-two lectures, comprising the volume, are grouped in four
parts. In Part I. the anatomical, physiological, chemical and diag-
nostic data are presented in three lectures. - In Part II. the methods
of examination are considered in twelve lectures. Part III. comprises
the methods of treatment discussed in twenty-four lectures. while forty-
seven lectures, making up Part IV., or more than lia]f the book, are
styled " The Gastro-Tntestinal Clinic." The individual gastro-intes-
tinal diseases are herein considered. A lecture on "Diseases of the.
Rectum and Anus " is contributed by Dr. Collier F. Martin, of Phila-
delphia. There are one hundred and. twelve illustrations. "A
Symtomatic Guide to Diagnosis "-lecture xv.-is considered a

unique feature," but its utility is open to question.
This work is too large to justify an attempt. at a complete revienv,

but a perusal of the greater part enables one to, state that it'is full of
the author's experience and reflects. the, results of years of careful
observation. Bis remarks on treatment are good, and may, ivheii
drugs are in such requisition. as they are 'to-day, well be considred.

Sufficient is not known to prove 'beyoind question that by neans of
appropriate diet, in connexion with rest .and exercisé, much more can
be accomplished in many diseases 6f. the digetive. organs than is -pos-
sible of accomplishment through 'the use of drugs or any other form
of therapy alone." . . . In this country a physician runs the
risk of being considered eccentric if he does not make drug treatment
bis first and principal resource in the management of the digestive
disorders as well as ui all other diseases."

The objection to thé book, if one might be raised, is that it contains
too many words. The text is clear, and the illustrations, are helpful.
The vol'ume may be considered as a very valuable addition to the library
of both the general and special practitioner.. W. F. H.
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TE iPRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF GYNECOLOGY ~FoR STUDENTS AND
PRACTITIONERs. By E: C. DUDLEY, A.M., M.D., Professor of
'Gynaàcolàgy in the North-Western 'University Medical School,
Chicago. Fôurth Edition, revised, with 419 illustrations in colours
and nonochrome. Lea Brothers & Co., Philadelphia and New
York..

The first edition of iProfessor Dddley's book appeared in 1898, and,
now. in 1904 we have the fourth. -,Four editions of a medicaltcxt-
book. in six years amply prove its popularity and value. The dedica-
tion continues to be to the venerable Emniet, of New York, whose pupil
the author formerly was. As in the earlier editions, D dley adopts
a somewhat unusual classification -of subjects. · Instead of grouping
together all the diverse morbid affections of, onie, special organ, lie lias,
as far as possible, arranged tlem in pathological and etiologica.l
sequcnce. .To quote 'further from the author's preface,' "- for example,
infctiohs and inflammations are brougit ,together so that vulvo-

.aginitis, metritis, salpingitis, ovaritis, peritonitis and cellulitis May
be studied in. the conbined'forms which they ordinarily assume. In
like manner tumours are treated in another part, trauniatisns in another
and displacements in another."

The text has undergone extensive .evision, and all the borrowed illus-
trations of previous .editions have been rejected, and three hundred new
ones, all reproduced from'drawings specially made for the book, have
been introduced. A somewhat careful examination of the work amply
justifies the author's claim i n the inatter of illustrations. In this
particular no text-book we know, for the student and ordinary prac-
titioner can compare with Dr. Dudley's.

We presume he does not challenge comparison with Kelly's monu-
mental work. 'In descending to particulars, we first notice the 'author's
remarks on the treatmient of acute puerperal metritis, the management.
of which .is of so great interest to the obstetrician and· gyn oecologist.
There 'is imuch difference of opinion. Is it wise to curette ? . There
are . enthusiastie advocates and there are unflinching opponents. The
author's teaching is commendaible. It is conservative, and inclines to
its restriction to exceptional cases; where, if employed, it should be so
thoroughly done by a sharp curette that every vestige should be removed.
But' the op'erâti'on is by no means free from danger. There can be no
dcubt 'that it, has sometimes killed the patient. We subnit that the
evidence in its favour is of very doubtful value.'

On the question of 'the more radical operations for. cancer of the
uterus, these by which cellular tissue and lymphatic glands are exten-
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sively removed by abdominal section,: posibly combined with Yaginal
section, the author is coldly sceptical; ánd, -vhen he says that (foot of
page 413), " the increased traumatism, great difficultyof technique, aiid
above all, the time required, would probably. icrease the mortality of
the operation enough .to offset: any possible advantage," re thoroughly
agree with him, while commending the laudable desire manifested by
the advocates of such operations to do the best:wcean for the sufferers
from this dread disease.

Of vaginal section, anterior and posterior, the author speaks approv-
ingly for selected cases, a position -in which lhe is in accord wvith what'
we consider to be the best teaching.

Of vaginal hysterraphy or fixation, while he describes it, the author
does not approve, and gives for reasons the generally admitted facts
that unless there is a broad and firin adhesion established, it is apt to
give way, and the displacement return, while if the adhesion be broad
and firm and pregnancy :occur, there is great danger of difficult labour.
Numerous sucl cases have been reported, some fatal, in which Caesarean
section and other obstetrie operations had been done.

Concerning. the operation devised by the author for antiflexion, he
continues to be satisfied, while speaking modestly and temperately of it
and its limitations. . He quotes with evident pleasure the favourable
reports of Wadsworth and Reynolds, of Boston.

The déscriptions of operations are very clear, while all the more
common and established ones are copious1 illustrated at every step.
Many gynecological operations are 'difficult to describe, and cannot be
shown to more than a few students at once. -Hence the great value of
good illustrations.

Of that most interesting but terrible and most malignant of all neo-
plasms, the deciduoma malignum or chorioni epithelioma, the descrip-
tion is very brief and without illustrations, either' of gross or minute
appearance. We submit that the ommission is, to say'the least, un-
fortunate.

Dr. Dudley's book is of such a high degree of excellence that there is
extremely little to criticize, and of niany books in the market it is one
of the very best.

A TEXT-BOOK op DIsEAsEs oF WoMim. By CHARLFis B.PERos
M.D., Ph.D., Surgeon to the Gynecean Hospital of Philadelhia
W. B. Saunders & Co., Philadielphia, New York and London.-,
A. Carveth & Co., Toronto.

Of text-books for the enlightenment of the student and practitioner
of gynecology there is no lack. If we are to judge from numerous
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editions in. a short space of time,.this is one of the best. We have now
b fore us the fifth in.seven years, and the. hook las been much improvqd.
A cusory examination seems to, justify the faith in it shown by medical
teachers and students. The author's claim that he has attempted to
present the best teaching of modern gynecology untrammelled by
antiquated theories or modes of treatment is well sustained. For facts
of anatomy, physiology and pathology the student is referred to larger
* ooks.

We cordially approve of the first chapter on the gencral causes of
diseases of iomen. That part of it which treats of improper clothing
a.nd modes of life, such as irregular hours for sleeping and eating, of
neglect during early menstrual life, and of the unphysiological modern
miethods of the education of young girls, should be authoritatively im-
pressed on all mothers or guardians and teachers of young girls.

One naturally examines the book to find how the author deals with
the burning questions of the day in gynecological matters. Of the
Telatively modern and, by, some, much-lauded vaginal section for the
correction of uterine displacements and the dealing with a variety .of

other morbid conditions of the female pelvic organs there is no mention
that we can find. The sa.me is to be said of that most fatal of all the
malignant diseases of the uterus, chorion epithelioma or deciduoma
malignum. These are omissions which, we think, are not to be excused,
even in a text-book written especially with a view to the needs of the
medical student. If briefly. considered, they .would not .have added
materially to the size of the book. With . the exception, of these
eriticisms, we have muchi praise for this work. Its. dogmatic method
of teaching is certainly the best for the student. Tuie publishers' part
is most praiseworthy. . The relatively slight glazing of the paper makes
the book comfortable to read, while the type an~d illustrations are per-
fectly clear.

]ÇIRE'S INDBooK . OF PHYs1OLooY. Revised by FREDERICK C.
Busca, B.S., M.D., Professor of Physiology in the Medical De-
pa-tment of the University of Buffalo. Fifth American Edition.
William Wood. & .Co., New York.

During recent- years there have been two different text-books upon
the Canadian market bearing the title of "Kirke's Handbook of Phy-
siology." One of these has been published in England under the
editorship of Prof. W. D. ITalliburton, and claims to be the only genuine
and authoriïed edition. The other is the one before us. On compar-
ing the two, we find that they have many illustrations and occasional
paragraphs of letter-press in common, but they differ from one another
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so niuch that one would hardly discover for himsëif that'. they ha,
common origin.

Under Halliburton's editorship the handbook.has inade a great- name
for itself , and has been so much changed and, we may say, improved,
that it has seemed good to the English publishers to drop the name of
Kirke entirely, and it will heiceforth be known as "Ialliburton's Iand-
book of Physiology."

Professor Busch seems to have incorporated in his text many good
points from former English editions, and has inserted some additiônal
matter of his own, so that, on the whole,;his teýxt-book is a good 1one,
but when we compare it with the authorized edition. by Halliburton, we,
find the latter so generally superior in soundness and completeness that
*we cannot recommend the American in preference to the English edition.

VoN BBRGMANN'S SURGERY. A SyStem of Practical Surgery. Drs.
E. voN BERnGMNN, of Berlin, P. vox BRuNs, of Tiibingen, and J.
vox MiKuLicz, of Breslau. Edited by \iLA.M T. BULL, M.D
Professor of Surgery in the College of Physicians and Surgeons
(Columbia University), New York. Complete work now :ready,
in five imperial octavo volumes, containing 4,220 pages, 1,976 en-
gravings and 102 full-page plates in colours and monochronie.
Sold by ·subscription only. Per volume, cloth, $6.00; leather,
$7.00; half morocco, $8.50, net. Volume V. just ready. 789
pages, 354 engravings, 23 plates. Lea Brothers &C o., Publishers,
Philadelphia. and New.'York.

Messrs. Lea announce that this systein of surgery is now complete
with the appearance of the fifth volume. As each volume appeared,
it' received mention in thiese pages, and always .with respect and. prais&
This system is the most authoritative which lias appeared in recent years,
and to refresi the memory we append a summary of the contents of
each volume..

Volume I.-936 pages, with 361 engravings and 18 plates- 'overs
the following subjects: injuries -and- diseases of the skull and its con
tents; malformations, injuries and, discases of the· ear~; of the face
(including plastic operations and,the -neuralgias of the head) 'of the.
salivary glands (including anoialies); of the jaw; of the nose and its
adjacent tissues; of the mouth and of the pharynx.

Volume II.-820. pages, with 321 engravings and 24 plates-mal-
formations, injuries and diseases of the neck, larynx, trachea, mainmary
gland,'vertebral column, the thyroid gland, the thorax and its contents,
the spinal cord.

Volume III.-918 pages, 595 engravings and 21 plates-Malforma-
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tions, injuries and diseases of the shoulders and upper arm, elbow for e-
arm, wrist, hand, hip, thigh, knee, leg, ankle, foot.

Volume IV.-757 'pages, 345 engravings and 16 plates-Malforma-
tions, injuries and diseases of the æsophagus, stomach and intestines;
injuries and diseases of the abdominal wall, the peritoneum, the liver
-and biliary passages, the spleen and pancreas; hernia; laparotomy.

Volume V.-789 pages, 354 engravings and 23' plates-Malforma-
tions, injuries and diseases of the pelvis, the anus. and rectum, the
urethra, the penis. Abnorialities, injuries and diseases of the kidneys'
and ureter, the bladder and prostate, the scrotum, testicles, vas deferens
and seminal 'vesicle.

THE THEoRY AND eJRACTICE OF INFANT FEEDING, with Notes on
Development. By HENRY DWIGHT CHAPLIN,. A.M., M.D. 2nd
Edition, revised. "Wn. Wood & Co., New York,' 1904.

Scarcely two years ago the first edition of this work was most favour-
ably -noticed in this journal. The fact that in such a brief interval
itàhas been found necessary to issue a second edition is proof that the
opinion then expressei has been shared by many others. Certain parts
have been revised and others coinpletely rewritten in this edition. One
notes the highly suggestive remarks on the place of iilk in the animal
economy at the end of chapter viii., which, with the accompanying
illustrations, add greatly ·to the value of the book. Again the question
of the purpose in adding alkalies to milk is gone .into fully, and the
author recommends that they should be used. with discretion and..not
as a matter of routine. The recent work on the etiology of sunune,
Diarrhœas has been embodied in this edition, so that the work has been
great ly improved, and cann6t fail to enhance its already excellent
reputation as one of the most 'authoritative works on infant feeding.

TEXT-BOoK OF NERVOUs DIsEAsEs AND PSYOI1ATRY. 13y Charles L.
Dana, A.M., M.D., Professor of TNervous Diseases, Cornell Univer-
sity lMedical College Sixth Edi ion· ié and enlrged.I
tiated by 244 engiravings; aid three platês in colours. New York,
William Wood & Company. 1904.

Professor Dana's text-book of nérvous diseases has reached the. sixth
edition, and to it has been addd, a section in psychiaty In its newv
form the book bears the date of July 6th, 1904. This work has- always
been well liked by students and practitionrs-and upon 'good grounds.
It can bé understood by the average reader, which is not always the case
ià books upon the nervous 'system. The author does not undertake to
do too much, and yet an acquaintance with the previous editions and
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rather a careful examination of this one do not disclose any important
omissions. There are, according to the writer, 76 special .diseases of
the nervous system, and of these 65 (or 66, as appears by the enumera-
tion) are either common or important. The latter class is treated ivith
sufficient fulness, and' always with lucidity. Treatiment is not neg-
lected.

The section on Diseases of the Minid is not large, but it is interesting.
The chapter upon General Psychology reads as if it might have been
writtEn by a human being. Maiy writers seem' to keep a tame steam
engine to perform that part of their task. Professor Dana brings the
reader into contact with, the minds of the insane rather than vith their
bodies. The " Story of the Man with the Polypathic Brain " is a case
in point. The illustrations are interesting also. To read the book
is a work of pleasure. '

REPORT OF THE TUERoULOSIs >O ISSION OF TiE" STATE . A31Y
LAND, 19021904, DR. MARSHALL 'LANGToN PRIcE, Medical Officer.'

The Tubereulosis Commission of the State of Maryland is composed
of Dr. Wm. S. Thayer, :President; Geo. Stewart Brown, Dr. W. Frank
Hines, Dr. Lilian Welsh, John M. Glenn, Secretary, and Dr. Price,
medical officer. The report which the Commission issues is a valuable
document, and déals '.with every aspect of the diseasè. It contains. a
full report of the Tuberculosis Exposition which was opened in Balti-
more in January 'last, including the addresses which were delivered
upon that occasion. The records of legislation and tables of statisties
are very full. The 'workiwhich is being donc in Maryland should serve
as a model and a stimulus to othercommunities.

ESSENTIALS OF MEDICAL -EMISTRY. By LAWRENCE WOLFE, M.D.
Sixth Edition, revised by A. 'FERREE WITMER, Ph.G. Saunder's
Question Compends.

HOTEL DIEU.

During 'the month of September there were admitted 402 patients,
190 of whom were males. There were discharged 222, of which 102.
were males. The deaths were fifteen.

A meeting of the Medical Association of Winnipeg -was held on the
7th of October, at which the officers were elected. Dr. E. S. Popham
was elected President; Dr. Gordon Bell, First Vice-President; Dr.
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MontgomerySeco:nd Vice-President; and Dr. J. lE. 'Davidson, re-elected
Seretar-Tres The embe of the council are Doctors England
1cXenty,' Vrooian and Beath.

Dr.. Achille Chouinard -died in Quebec on the 11th of October. Dr.
Chouinard returned from France last spring, whcre he spent two
years followiing a medical course in the hospitals. Soon after his
return lie was stricken with:consumption, and died after three months'
illness.

Dr. Albert E. Mallory, registrar of- East Northumberland, died on the
4th of October in Colborne. 'Dr. Mallory was born at Cobourg
February '1, 1849., He was educated' at . Albert College, Belleville,
graduated in imedicine at.:McGill University, and started practice at,
Warkworth, Ont. fHe was licensed. by the Royal College of Surgeons,
Edinburgh, and obtained a: certificate of British registration iin 1878.

SURGERY

EE .CEARGE 0O GEORGE E. ARM6TRLONG .

HEnRy R. STonns. Lingual Goitre a Sp
tenmber, 1904.

The rr hs coleed thirt cases othe literature dealing
witli this very interesting and rare condition. Eis conclusions are
that lingual goitre is a tumour at the basa ocif the tongue arising from
anaccessory thyroid gland, which may be found -in the course of the
development f the 'thyroglossal dict; It has. all the characteristics
of ordiary goitre, occurs almost exclusively in' women between the
ages of fifteen' and forty. . It grows slowly, and may exist for ,years
without causing any annoyance until some unknown cause stimulates
its growth and produces,symptoms. These are functional and not con-
stitutional, and consist of trouble in swallowing, breathi ig and speak-
ing, accompanied by frequent. hSmorrhages. The tun our is rouind
or ovoid, elastic and covered by a very vascular mucous menmbrane, and
is ahnost never, ulcerated. Dermoid cysts offer the only <difficulty in
differential diagnosis, but they are generally yellow, grow rapidly, pit
on pressure, and have not the vascularity of goitre. Operation is the
only radical cure., There are two 'ways of reaching the tumour, namely,
through the nouth and through. an incision 'in the suprahyoid region,
the .former being the better. The prognosis is good, there having
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been no postoperative deaths, and in all cases the cure has- been per-
manent.

ROYAL WHITMAN, M.D. "The Distinction between Fracture of the
Neck of the Femui and Epiphyseal Disjunction in Early Life, with
reference to its Influence upon Prognosis and Treatment."
Medical News, September 24, 1904.

As a result of the writer's investigations into fractures of this region,
it is now generally admitted that fracture of the neck of the femur
is relatively common in early life. Exception is taken to the strong
tenden-cy among German writers to class these cases as epiphyseal
separations rather than simple fractures, and several good points are
brought forward against such a classification. The distinction between
the symptoms and physical signs in the two classes of cases is given, and
the nature of the deformity explained in the situation of the injury
and its effect upon the function of the joint. As regards treatment,
simple fracture should be treated by fixation at the limit of normal
abduction, an attitude which implies restoration of the depressed neck
to its normal position. Partial epiphyseal separation should be treated
by direct operative reposition of the head. Excision, hvich is at pre-
sent in such favour with Geriiian surgeons, should be an operation of
necessity rather than choice. One should never be content with
mechanical support, however efficient it may be in relieving the imine-
diate symptoms, for normal function is dependent upon normal fori,
and one should always aim to remedy dformity whenever it is prac-
ticable.

FnaNK H. MunDoox, M.D. . The Indications for Surgical Interven

tion in Chronic Gastri. Ulcer" Medica Record, October lst,
1904.

Fenwick's classification is the one preferred, consisting of the gas-
tralgie, the catarrhal or vomiting, the dyspeptic, the hoemorrhagic, and
the cachectic. Hoemorrhage, perforation and stenosis of the pylorus
are the three chief points considered. Hoemorrhage is stated as
occurring in about 18 per cent. of all cases of chronie ulcer, and is of
a more serious nature than in the acute, andJ is very apt to recur.
Operation should not be delayed too long, as death often occurs' without
surgical interference. In cases of perforation immediate operation is,
af courge, demanded. As to the frequency with which stenosis of the
pylorus follows. chronie ulcer, Brinton conputed that severe stenosis
occurs in one out of two hundred cases. Fenwick's figures for partial



obstruction are given as from 16 to 20 per cent., while extreme stenosis
occurs in only about 2 per cent. On the other hand, gastroenterostomy,
the usual operative procedure, has a mortality of 15-30 per cent. In
view of the comparative infrequency of hacmorrhage and perforation and
pyloric stenosis and the high mortality from gastro-enterostomy and
the low mortality from chronie ulcer, 4-8 per cent., it would seem, to
be the part of wisdom to avoid surgical procedure as long as possible.'
Exception is taken to Mansell Moullin's position that every chronie
ulcer of the stomach that persists and causes serious pain and vomiting
in spite of one thorough trial of the ordinary method of treatment should
be exposed and treated surgically. The ordinary treatment usually
-means the Leube-Ziemssen rest cure, extending over a period of six
-weeks. This is well adapted for acute cases, but not for chronic, the
latter generally requiring 12 to' 18 months. On the other hand, cx-
ception niust be taken to the plan apparently advocated, to keep from
surgical interference until the stenosis reaches such a high degree as
to prevent the passage even of lic ids. Between the six weeks' limit
and such extreme stenosis there is ample time for the mnedical man to
'be convinced the case is not progressing, and from Moynihan's results,
as well as from others, it would seem that surgical intervention can do
much better than give a mortality of 15 to 30 per cent., if the cases be
.eperated upon when in a reasonably fair condition.

}ENRY D. BEYEÂ, M.D. "Gastroptosis, with Special Réference to
the Surgical Treatmrnt: The Operation of Gastropexy." American
Medicine, Octobe. 8, 1904.

The operation advocated by the writer was first performed by him in
1898. - The principle' of his, operation is that by placing three rows
-of interrupted silk sutures from above downward, and from riglit to
.left through the gastrohepatic 'and gastrophrenic ligaments, a single,

.road, transverse fold or plication is formed in the ligaments, shorten-

ing these ligamentary supports and elevating the stomach to normal
position, without disturbing in the least the physiologic mobility of the
organ. The results obtained' have -been excellent; 11 cases have now
been under observation, from eight' months to six years after operation,
-and in every case the improvement in health has been iost renmarkable
and the relief of syyntoms complete.

.CLARENCE 'A. MCWIL AMS, M.D.: "Dupuytren's Finger' Contrac-

tion." N.Y. Med. Jour. and Phila. Med. Journàl, October Sth,
1904.

Dr. McWilliams scims up the treatment of these cases as follows:-

SURGERY. 813
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At the beginning of the disease, we nay often prevent its further de-
velopment by systematic massage, active and passage motions, hot air
baths, hot 'water baths, with the application of extension apparatus at
night. Any constitutional diathesis should be treated.. In case the
disease advances, or in soinewhat more developed.cases, we may try the
result of multiple subeutaneous incisions, followed by the palliative
treatment just outlined. In working persons, who can scarcely find
the necessary time and means properly to carry' on the palliative treat-
nient, we should advise .at once a radical operation as the quickest and
surest means of effecting a cure. It should be advised at once also in
advanced cases. This consists in nothing short of excision of the whole
thickened, contracted fascia, ith its processes, preferably by one or
more longitudinal incisions. The final results of the operative treat-
ment of Dupuytren's contraction are usually very satisfactory.

1-IENRY 1-. MORTON, M.D. " Perineal Prostatectoyiv, with Report of
Ten Cases. Medical Record, October Sth, 1904.

The author expresses the conviction that all varieties of prostatic
hypertrophy are of inflammatory origin, probably in the majority of in-.
stances remotely of gonorrheal origin. The evidence in favour of this
viewr is not conclusive; many facts point in other directions. .The
technique of the operation is described and the details of ten cases
are submitted. Dr. Morton summarizes his conclusions, 'which are.:,

1. The comparatively low death rate.
2. The rapidity, ease and facility with which the prostate can be

enucleated.
3. The trifling amount of homorrhage and shock.
4. The excellent bladder drainage and ability to keep the pat ent s-

bed and dressings dry.
5. The rapid convalescence,: the patient getting out of bcd within

ten days.
6. The complete restitution of the bladder functions in nxost cases.

R. A. BICKERSTETi, F.R.S.C., Eng., M.A. M.B. Cantab. "The In-
travesical Separation of the Urines coming from the two Ureters .as
an aid to diagnosis in surgical disease of the kidnevs." Brit. Med.
Jour., October 1st, 1904.

The method of intravesical separation of the urine coming from each
areter as -employed by French surgeons is described. The method con-
sists in placing temporarily in the bladder a vertical watertight septum,
in such a manner as to <livide it into two equal lateral halves. The
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urine from each kidney as it enters its own half of the divided bladder
is immediately drained away by catheter tubes, which form part of the

apparatus, and it is collected in a suitable receptacle attached to the
handle of the instrument, without having become mixed with the urine
froin the opposite side.

The instruments devised by Dr. Luys and Dr. Carhelm are figured
ana described. Dr. Luys's mnethod is preferred. Eleven cases are
cited. There is no question of the value to the surgeon in arriving at
a diagnosis of information as to the character of the secretion of each
cigan. These " most exceedingly ingenious .contrivances '' have had
a fairly wide application in this country, and the testimony is thit they
are not so " marvellously accurate " in their results as Mr. Bickersteth's
entbusiastic account would lead us to believe.

CHARLES STEDMAN BU.L, A.M, M.D. "Operations upon the Eyeball
in the Presence of an Infected Conjunctival Sac." Medal Re
cord, September 24th, '1904.

'Surra r.- A careful inicroscopical and bacteriological
amination: should be made of the contents· of the conjunctival sac rn
every suspected case, carrying the exanmination as far as the cultivation
of the bacteria in a proper medium, and the subsequent inoculation ¢of

the germs.
II. If toxic germs are found in great numbers, no matter what théir

varieties, no operation on the eyeball should be undertaken until the

gerns have disappeared,: and the conjunctival sac has been rendered
a sterile as we can hope to make it.

II. If there be suppurative o disease .of the" lacrymal .passages,
whetter of canaliculi, sac, or nasal duct, all operations upon the eyeball
re positively' contraindicated. The lacrymal sac must be excised, and

any operation¯on the eyeball is undertaken. In the case of a catarrhal

dacryocystitis, or of: mucocele of the sac, both canaliculi should be. in-

cised, -and the sac injected daily .with.an antiseptic, astringent solution,
and frce irrigation through the nasal duct carried out until' all secre-
tion has ccased. .Even in cases of great urgency, as, for example, acute
inflammatory glaucoma, the writer would not feel himself justified in
modifying the above statemnent.

IV. If the secretion of, the conjunctival -sac on examination is found
to be infected, but the 'bacteria are few in number and of slight toxic
variety, operations may be done .onthe eyeball- ,when necessary, but
these eyes should be opened and. examined twice. in the twenty-four
hours, and 'the conjunctival sac gently irrigated with. warm normal sait

.81.5
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solution, or warm sterilized boracic acid solution, and then the eye
should be immediately rebandaged.

V. In operating upon the 'eyeball in the presence of an apparently
normal, sterile conjunctival sac, the following' steps should be taken;

lst. The forehead, eyebrows, temple, cheek, bridge of the nose, and
external surface of the lid should be carefully cleansed with hot water
and soap, and dried with aseptic cotton pads..

2d. The margins of the lids should be carefully but gently rubbed
with sterilized moist cotton pads, and simultaneously irrigated With a
warm sterilized physiological salt solution.

3d. Careful irrigation of the conjunctival sac.:with the same
sterilized normal salt solution, and then closing the lids' with a moist
sterilized cotton pad. The lids should remain closed. in this way until
the speculum is introduced.

VI. In all cases the bandage should be removed and the eye e
amined under the strictest aseptic precautions, as strict . as those
employed at the time of operation. .

VII. On the first sign of infection of the wound, the edges of the
lids are to be thoroughly cleansed in the same manner as at the time
of operation; the conjunctival sac is to be thoroughly irrigated with the
sterilized normal salt solution; the wound ..is to. be· reopened and
cauterized through its entire length with. the galvano-cautery; and the
anterior chamber is to be gently but carefully irrigated with a sublimatè
solution (1-5000); and then the conjunctival sac must be agaln
irrigated, and the lids must be closed simply under a moist sterilized
pad.

MEDICINE.

UNDER THE ChARGE OF. JAMES STEWART, F. G. FIXLEY H. A.PLAFLEUR AND

W. F. HAMILTOh

LEWIs and LoNGcoPE., ' Experimental Arthitis and Endocarcitis
produced by a Streptococcus isolated froni the· blood of a case of
Rheurnatism Endocarditis and Chorea.» The Amer. 'Jour. of
Med. Sciences, October, 1904.

'A review of the work done on the etiology of rheumatism forms the
first portion of this interesting paper. Already the literature on this
subject up to quite recent date has had a place in our retrospect. The
clinical features of the patient under observation werc those of a fairly
mild case of multiple arthritis in child eight years of age. After a

few weeks, chronic movements were observed, and increased rapidly in
their severity. The diagnosis of endocarditis was made upon the find-
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ing of an apical systolie mrm ur Death ensued. No autopsy was
allowed. -

Blood cultures were -made before death and inbculation experiments
done upon three rabbits. The results are. reéorded ii the following
paragraph

"In a fatal case of rheumatism' endocarditis and cliorea a strep-
tococcus was isolated from the blood before death.. This organism did
not differ materially from the common varieties of streptococcus pro-
gress in cultural properties, but produced very characteristic lesions
in rabbits when injected intravenously. Such inoculations were always
followed after a fewi days' incubation period by a -multiple arthritis,
which usually started in the ankles. In one rabbit extensive vegetations
were found in the mitral valve, while typical infarctions were seen in
the spleen -and kidney. We believe that this streptococcus. is the same
as that deseribed. by Wassermann Meyer, Poynton and Paine, and
Walker, and considered at least by the last three bbservers to be the
specific· cause of rheumatic fever."

Th&e Practitioner, October, 1.904.

It is worth reproducing the contents of this valuable periodical The
articles are of value, and do not lend themselves to abstraction or
summary:

The Treatient of Post Partum fHoemorrhage, by.D. Berry Hart;.On
the Treatment of Post Partum Houm orrhage, by John Phillips; The
Treatment of Atonic Post-P'ar'tum Homnîorrhage, by Henry Jellett;'
Bilharziosis, by F. M. Sandwith; On the Rational Trcatment of Gastric
Disorders, by W. Langdon Brown; Some Cases of Varioloid, selected
from 700 Cases of Small-Pox occurring recently in Leicester, by Allan
Warner , The Signs and Symptoms of. Measles in Relation to Diagnosis
ánd Prognosis, by Harold Balme; A Review of Recent Investigations
in Discases of the Blood and Blood-forming Organs, 'y H. Batty Shaw;
A Review of Recent Work on Abdominal Surgery, by B. . A. No
nihan and J. F. Dobson; Foul Air and Standards of Air-Purity, by
Louis Parkes.

SOCIETE MEDICALE DE MONTREAL.

The work of "La Société Médicale de Montréal" was resumed 'on
Tuesday, October 5th, under the presidency of Doctor C. N. Valin.

Dr. DECARIE, secretary, read the annual repoit. Dr. Asselin, trea-
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surer, announced to the meeting, that for the first time since its inception
the balance-sheet of the Association showed a "surplus.

The clection of officers for the ensuing year 'was then proceeded with.
Dr. Oscar Mercier was elected president; Dr. Boulet, vice-president; Dr.
Ethier, treasurer; and Dr. Laramée, secretary.

Dr. VALIN, the retiring president, reviewed the proceedings of last'
year, and Dr. Mercier took the chair, after a vote of thanks to the retir-
ing officers had been extended.

Dr. De MARTIGNY moved that Dr. Choquette, of. Saint-Hilaire, be
the first among the lecturers invited to lecture undèr the auspices of
the Association.

The meetings of the Society will be held hereafter on the firstand
third Wednesday of each month, at 9 p.i.'

Dr. VALIN and Dr. DUBE promised a paper for the next meetin .
The average attendance for last year was 34.

Second Meeting, 18th October, 1904.
Du. OscAR F. MERCIER, PRESIDENT, IN TI-E CHAR.-

A Committee of Administration was formed, consisting of al the
former presidents and the officers of the present year, namely, Drs. O.
F. Mercier, President; R. Boulet, Vice-President; A. Laramee, Secre-
tary, and A. Ethier, Treasurer. Dr." Paul Courmont, of the University
of Lyons vas elected a corresponding meiber. Dr. Valin read a paper
upon the importance of Hygiene in the Treatrment of Disease. He
considered the subject under threc heads; first, the evolution of medicine;
second, the importance of hygiene on therapeutics, and third, thc prac-
titioner in his relation to modern bygiene. The discussion which
followed was shared in by Drs. Lachapelle, Hervieux, Dubé andMercier.

MONTREAL MEDICO-CHIRURIGICAL SOCIETY.

First Meeting, 7th October, 1904.
J. A. MACDoNALD, M.D.,:PREsIDENT,' IN TIE CHAId.

Dr. H. S.· BIRKETT, the retiring President, delivered the an
address:

It becomes my duty once more to report upon the work of the past
session, and in 'doing so I have drawn largely from the report of the
Secretary. Eighteen regular meetings' and one special meeting have
been held. The average attendance was 54 members, a number far in
excess 6f that for many years past; in fact, the highest average attend-
ance in the history of this Society. At these 'meetings fourteen papers
were read and twenty-one cases reported. Many living cases were

brought before the notice of those present at these meetings, and the
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members of. this Society had the pleasure of attending three lantern
demonstrationé, including one on radium. The number of names t
present registered in our roll-book is as follows:--

Resident members ............... :. 162
Non-resident members ............... 4
Temporary members ............... 30
iHonorary members ................ i

Total ........................ 197
Ten new names have been added to the list of resident meinbers and

ee to the list of non-resident members since November lst, 1903 We
deeply regret to record the loss-0of 'ono of our 'members, Dr. Rollo Camp-
bell, who died last May from a very severe attack of typhoid fever.

The programmes for the regular meetings have been in -not cases
arranged months before the stated meetings, consequently we have h1ad -

the pleasure of 'hearing nany carefully prepared papers and cases;
reported.

Amongst others contributing to the success of these meetings were
Drs. Osler and Cushing, of Baltiniore; Goldthwaite, of Boston;Prim.-
rose, of Toronto, and IProfessor Rutherford, of the Faculty of pplied
Science, MeGill University.

The presence of these noted persons and thevaluée of their contribu-
tions have, I trust, done a great deal towards stimulating us to greater
work in the' future.

The collection of portraits of -deceased Presidents has been increased
since our last report by the addition of one of the late Dr. Godfrey, to
whose relatives 'we have extended 'our hearty thanks and appreciation.

The Library' Committee has a special recommendation to make in,
strongly 'urging our members to recognize the importance of taking
more active' steps towards establishing a library upon a useful and
satisfactory, basis, ;realizing that what may now 'appear to be 'only a'
small beginning inay 'in the future be the means of doing untold good,
&nd 'of leaving behind us soinething which the medical profession -of
this city might have 'reason to be proud of. ' The questiôn of publish-
ing transaction containing tlie results of the work of the Society,,in
extenso, is also a. niatter for serious consideration... It is' almost a
reproach to this Soóiety that this work,, so well begun years ago should
have been allowed to clapse, owing undoubtedly to the lack of interest
shown by our members.

Another point 'I wish to touch upon is the inactivity of our members
in dealing with papers brought before them for consideration. How
often have we witnessed carefully prepared papers passed over in
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absolute silence ? Such a procedure is anything but encouraging to
those who would otherwise present papers to this Society. I would
therefore strongly urge our members' not to be so indifterent to the
subject presented to them, and of which due notice is sent, but ta devote
a little time to thinking over the subject to be considered at a future
meeting, and come prepared to discuss it to sone extent. This is
especially applicable to our junior me.nbers, who, however, offer as
excuses diffidence, and even fear, or want of experience in addressing
an audience; but if one vill advance oneself, one must be preparcd to
be differed from at times. Such differences have often proved of the
iost value in promoting interesting discussions.

To juniors, to whom I most earnctly appeal, I would say, do -not
for a moment think that nothing occurs in your practice which .would
not be of interest to your colleagues. It is by the snallest beginning
that men have muade thenselves famous. You are the backbone of this
Society, and in your hands lies its future. We are all here as students,
and even the oldest nay learn from the youngest. The duty which you
have honoured your officers with is ta say the least of it onerous, and it
reniains with you to make it as light .and prosperous as possible. There-
fc.re, be up and doing, and so further the reputation and good work
which this Society is endeavouring to carry out.

Another matter which, I thiak, demands the attention of the mem-
bers of the Society is the question of the Hospital for 'Infectious Dis-
eases. We are entering upon a season during which infctious diseases
are especially apt to be prevalent, and with absolutely no provision to
co.pe properly with such cases to the best advantage to the general com-
mrunity. I think, therefore, it is very desirable that some form of pro-
test against delays in promoting this hospital should receive support
from such an important body of medical men which this Society repre-
sents, and would therefore suggest, if I màayi, be allowed to do so, that
those now in office take some steps towards furthering this object.

In conclusion, to those who have been associated' with me in 'office
during the past two sessions, and ta the members in general, I desire
to express my warmest thanks for the cordial support given to me' upon
all occasions, and to this support is largely due whatever success has
attended our efforts. I would therefore ask each of you to accord to
our newly elected President and his able assistants the same cordial
support.

At the conclusion of the address the thanks of the Society were given
te Dr. Birkett and to the retiing officers. A, smoking 'concert was
held, in which Drs. Harvey, Craig, Haldimand, Lauterman · and
Morphy took a part.


